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Humphrey had made McIntyre's
support for the Panama Canal treaties
a major campaign issue.
In Texas, Republican Sen. John
Tower narrowly led his Democratic
challenger, Rep. Robert Krueger, after
a long night that showed the lead
changing back and forth throughout the
night.
Overall, with the GOP Senate can-
didate John Warner an apparent
:--erinner in Virginia, it appeared that
Republicans might pick up three seats
in the Senate and at least 1; in the
House — only about one-third of the
average postwar gain for the minprity
party -in off-year elections.
See GOP
Page 14-A, Column 5
theMurray Ledger & Times
Ppy Volume
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dtb Year
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Sen. Huddleston Re-Elected Ity Landslide Tuesday
TABULATE VOTES — Calloway County election officials are shown here tabulating voter totals 
from Tuesday's
General Election. From left is Calloway County Sheriff Max Morris, Teresa Rushing, a deputy county 
court clerk, Om
Johnson and Calloway County Court Clerk Marvin Harris. Incumbent Senator Walter -Dee" Huddles
ton carried this
county Tuesday in an election where less than 13 percent of registered county voters turned o
ut to cast their
ballots.. 
Staff Photo by Lowell Atchley
Democrats Retain Solid Control
In Congress Despite GOP Gains
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG -
AP Political Writer
Republicans scored an apparent4gain
of at least two Senate seats and more
impressive victories among governors
in midterm elections, but the
Democrats retained their solid control
of Congress and state governments.
And in the year of the tax revolt,
voters in 12 of 16 states sent an un-




Board has scheduled a meeting for 6 FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Ralph Ed
p_m. Thursday at Holiday Inn. Graves has announcedlIkFtesignation
_ ACCQEdinit -Hugh -02kleY-,\---- as commissioner- -of- --the---Kentucky
Department for Local Government in
order to enter the Democratic guber-
natorial race.
Graves, who previously served three
terms in the •Kentucky House of
Representatives, said that he Would
accept no single campaign contribution
greater than $25.
"For too long," Graves said, "those
with big money and a special interest to
promote have had too much influence in
the public's business."
"I want to be able to serve every
single Kentuckian as governor without
A recommendation on unemployment being influenced by big money con-
insurance for the City of Murray is , tributors," Graves told a news con-
expected to be offered at the regular ference on Tuesday.
meeting of the Murray Common
• Council Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
Also on the agendafor the meeting,
which will be held in the council
chambers at City Hall, is a request to
invoke an ordinance that will allow the
extension of a water main north to
Utterback road.
Council members are also expected
to discuss other items of general city
business during the session which is
open to the putilic.
to cut. taxes and curb government
spending.
At mid-morning, the final count in a
close Senate race in New Hampshire
gave Republican Gordon Humphrey, an
Alleghedy Airlines pilot, a narrow
vilitory over Sen. Thomas McIntyre,
the 16-year Democratic veteran.
chairman of that board, said "ptirpose
of the meeting is to consider details on
the current expansion project and to
attend to other routine matters per-
taining to the operation of the airport."








"Put yourself in the position of
having given several hundred dollars or
even several thoitIands of dollars to a
candidate for governor..
"If your candidate wins, wouldn't you
expect some special considerations?
We simply cannot afford to continue
that practice," he added.
"I ask all of you to face this issue with
me and do something about it."
See GRAVES
Page 14-A, Column 7
Two Sections-22 Pages
Four year starter David Reagan has gone the full circle
on the Murray State University football squad — from
linebacker to defensive end. Now he's back at linebacker.
The Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor Tony Wilson




Sunny and cool today, high in
the mid to upper 50s. Clear and
cool tonight, low in low to mid 40s
Sunny and warmer Thursday,
high in mid to upper 60s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Friday .through Sunday: Dry
nrisessonsbty warm this' 
today's
index




Deaths & Funerals  14-A.
Dr. Lamb 2-A
Horoscope  2-A
Local Scene 2-A, 3-A
Opinion rage 4-A
weekend. talks in the mid 40s to- 
.
mid los: -Hips in tTlelDs.
By SY RAY
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — While
Sen. Walter Huddleston, 1)-Ky., basked
today in his landslide ,second-term
victory, Kenucky Republicans
celebrated their acquisition of a third
congressional seat among seven.
The mixed results were part of the so-
so election Tuesday, featuring a light
turnout except for the 6th District,
where Republican state Sen. Larry
Hopkins of Lexington defeated
Democratic state Sen. Tom Easterly of
Frankfort.
The Bluegrass race was the only
suspenseful one, and the outcome gave
-the GOP its first 6th District
congressional post in a half-century and
the second since the Civil War.
Hopkins' triumph by several
thousand votes also gave the
Republicans a continuous strip of
congressional territory stretching from
the Ohio River to the Tennessee border.
Despite this accomplishment, the
Senate race went overwhelmingly to
the 52-year-old Huddleston, an
Elizabethtown broadcast executive
who garnered about 60 percent of the
vote and won even the GOP stronghold
of the 5th District.
That bolstered the party's lineup,
which has been Democratic since 1972
when Huddleston defeated former Gov.
Wine Nunn despite a statewide land-
slide for President Nixon.
Huddleston, who planned to spend a
week in Arizona on vacation, said the
size of his victory shows Kentuckians
support his record and that the Panama
Canal treaties controversy was not
such an important issue as Republican
challenger Louie Guenthner and the
GOP claimed.
Huddleston had been criticized by his
foes for what they called slavish sup-
port of President Carter on all national
and foreign issues. In turn, he citedhis
record and said that state interests
would be served by his further
seniority.
Guenthner, a 34-year-old lawyer and
three-time legislator, was hobbled by a
lark of active support from the GOP
establishment, which did not believe he
could win, and by Huddleston's much
higher name recognition and heavier
finanriag.
The 6th District outcome was really
no surprise, though it was an irony
because Easterly, a lawyer with labor
ties, had defeated 'Democratic in-
cumbent John Breckinridge last May
and seemed a shoo-in against Mary





personnel treated and released six-
year-old Jimmy Page, grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. B. W. Page, 1402 Poplar,
Murray, after the youth was struck by a
car about 2:30 p.m. Tuesday.
Murray City Police say the incident
occurred near 1317 and, 1319 on Poplar.
Police identified the driver of the
vehicle as 18-year-old David lance
Furches, Route' 4, Murray.
A police spokesman said the incident
happened as city elementary schools
ended classes Tuesday afternoon.
According to a police report filed in
connection with the incident, Furches
said as the approached the child he
slowed down, but the child ran out in
front of his vehicle. The report in-
dicates the youth was hit by the front
bumper just as the vehicle came to a
stop, knocking the child down on the
pavement.
The spokesman said the driver was
fraveling west. He noted that three
buses were headed east on the street
near Fourteenth Street when the ac-
cident happened.
The police spokesman said the youth
received bruises to The head and body.
When Miss Foust quit the race and
Hopkins was nominated to replace her,
the ball game changed and the state
Republican leaders threw all their
resources into a chance to gain a seat.
Hopkins, a 45-year-old stockbroker,
had to do what Breckinridge failed to
accomplish — turn out the Lexington
vote to offset Easterly's strength in
Frankfort.
The Republican managed it and, as it
turned out, also could afford to lose
most of the rural counties in the
process.
Easterly, 38, was undaunted by the
low and indicated he might try again in
1980 when he will likely be challenged
by ambitious Democrats in Lexington.
Copkins, in a victory address, Said
the people had spoken and defeated the
old political machinery, an oblique
reference to the fact that Democrats
outnumber Republicans almost 5-1 in
the 6th District.
However, Hopkins outspent Easterly
by about three-to-one and the state
Democratic machinery hardly began
moving for Easterly until a few weeks
ago.
The other congressional races were
ho-hum affairs.
Democratic incumbents Carroll
Hubbard, in the 1st, and William
Natcher, in the 2nd, had no opposition.
Democratic incumbent Romano
Mazzoli easily overcame three foes in
the 3rd, no longer sweating out the issue
of school busing as in his previous race.
Democratic incumbent Carl Perkins,
the dean of Kentucky's delegation, hid
no trouble against token opposition.
Republican incumbents Gene Snyder
in the 4th and Tim Lee Carter in the 5th





Calloway County sided with the rest
of Kentucky Tuesday, voting to send
incumbent U.S. Senator Walter "Dee"
Huddleston back to the Senate for
another six year stint.
Huddleston outpolled his nearest
opponent, Republican Louis Guenthner,
1,293 votes to 501 here. Anthony
McCord, the American Party nominee
polled 31. Susan B. Anthony, a write-in
candidate who appeared on the local
ballot in a number of precincts, ran
fourth in the race, logging 13 votes here.
The likeness of the pioneer crusader for
equal rights for women will soon ap-
pear on the dollar coin.
As in the May primary, the county
recorded another small voter turnout
Tuesday with less than 12 percent of
over 15,000 registered voters showing
up at the polls.
According to unofficial tabulations
1,822 voters were cast in Tuesday's





Calloway County School Board
members are expected to review three
on-going construction projects in ,ths
school system when board members
convene for a regular session Thursday
night.
The board meets at 7 p.m. in school
administrative offices on College Farm
Road.
School superintendent Jack Rose is
expected to review middle school, field
house, and track and field construction
during the meeting: Rose, in a
superintendent's report, is also slated
to talk about recent revenue bonds
sales on the school.
Other items on the agenda for the
session are:
—Discussion of the utility tax audit,
property insurance and bids on food
and supplies;
— Various personnel recom-
mendations;
— A closed executive session for an
unspecified personnel matter.
Local election officials attributed the
puny turnout to the lack of contested
races.
Some Republicans appeared pleased
with Guentlinen's showing in Calloway
County as election officials tabulated
votes in Calloway County Court Clerk
Marvin Barris' office Tuesday night.
Both Don Henry, himself a candidate
for a non-partisan school board seat in
the city, Huddleston's county campaign
chairman, and Z.C. Enix, county
Democratic Party chairman, at-
tributed Geenthner's strength in this
heavily Democratic county to Hud-
dleston's Panama Canal vote.
First District Rep. Carroll Hubbard,
unopposed in his bid to go back to the
House, gathered 1,479 votes here.
Write-ins included State Rep. Kenneth
Imes, Richard Hutson, Susan B.
Anthony, Burton Faison and Pat Wolf.
Five persons were on the ballot
unopposed for school board seats on the
city and county school board. In
Murray, Tom Rushing led voting with
525 votes, Henry, the current city school
board chairman, polled 487 while Bill
Adams Jr. received 442 votes. In
District 1 of Calloway County School
System, Walter Byars, an incumbent
received 65 votes while Jerry "Red"
Overbey, who'll replace Joe Dyer on
the board, received 182 votes. Marie




The Murray Board of education will
meet with the Murray High School
faculty prior to the board meeting on
Thursday, Nov. 9. The board will meet
with the faculty in the MHS library at 7
p.m. with the board meeting beginning
at 6.
Items on the agenda of the meeting
are a report on the status of the im-
munization program and basic adult
sdneation by Willie Jackson; a report
On the gifted and talented program by
Margaret Brown; finalization of the
insurance package; review of the at-
tendance policy at Murray High by
Principal Roy Weatherly; and per-i,
sonnel recommendations.
'Music Man To Open Here Thursday Evening
By LEWIS BOSSING
"The Music Man" is coming to
Murray for four performances.
On Thursday, Meredith Wijson's
"The Music Man" will be presented at
A. Carman Pavilion by the Murray-
Calloway County Community Theatre.
"In what has to be our most am-
bitious production yet, the theatre
group is presenting this musical ex-
travaganza with its cast and crew of
more than 150 local citizens," said
Linda Begley, production manager.
"The Music Man" tells the story of.
traveling salesman Harold Hill who
comes to River City, Iowa, to pull the
old "boy's band" fraud, featuring his
new "think" method of playing an
instrument (don't worry about reading
notes; just thinking of the. tune is all
That's necessary). As the story goes, the
only person who can expose the scheme
is local librarian and piano teacher,
Marion Paroo. To keep Varion from
blowing the whistle, Harold tries to
romance her.
Featured in the roles of Harold and
Marion are two newcomers to the
community theatre - - Pete Lancaster
and Ren.--Leys. Lancaster, originally
from Somerset, attended Murray State
Universtty and gliduated wItlidegrees
in English and speech. He now works-as
an admissions counselor Si kis
university's school relations office.
Lancaster's stage credits include roles
in "The Star Spangled Girl" and "The
Odd Couple." When asked about the
production, Lancaster said,"1 think
that people in Murray will be surprised
at the amount of talent in the cast. In
fact, I'd go so far as to say that anyone
who can't be turned on by this show,
doesn't have a switch!"
Parallels can also tie drawn between
Ren ieys and her stage character,
Marion Paroo. Like Marion, Ran worts
ip a library, the Calloway County
Public Library in an outreach program.
She came to Murray with her husband
Dale in 1977 from Madison, Wisc.,
where she graduated from the
University of Wisconsin as an art
education major. Her stage credits
include roles in "The Pajama Game"
and "Plaza Suite." It is understood
Mrs. Leys had no vocal training before
this production.
Performances qf "The Music Man"
are set Nov. 9and 10and Nov. 17 and 18.
All performances begin at 8 p.m. Ticket
prices are $2.50 for adults, $2 for
students and $1.50 for children under
twelve and genitor ' Speer
ratesnroay be obtained for groups of 20
()Mote: by calling 7894752 by noon of
the day of the performance to be at-
tended. ' 
.
----Ittlit/tIfStnft7=Pete:CintrenTIMRenl-Fys are pic,turs. ri gilTsicg
their roles as leading ma,n and lady in 'The Music Man- *bit h °nava
Thursday at A. Carman Pavilion. The Murray-Callossay County Cotn-
munity Theatre production runs Thursday and Friday and nest









Murray BaseCluts will meet
L6. 30 p.m. kt the Triangle
Murray Lions Club Radio
Auction will continue from
6:30 to 11 p.m on Radio
Station WNBS.
Thursday, November I
New Concord and Illinlin
Senior Citizens will go to
Murray for shopping and
lunch. For information or
transportation call 436-5364 or
436-2185.
Camp- 592 Of the WOW will
meet at the Woodmen Hall at
630 p.m.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the Murray
Lodge Hall.
Welcome Wagon Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the home
of June Carlson, 1512 Kirk-
wood Drive. All newcomers
are invited.
"Meet The Lakers Night"
will be the theme of the in-
tersquad basketball games at
Calloway County High School
with the doors to open at 5:45
p.m. and games to start at
6:30 p.m. Lakerettes will also
perform. Sponsored by
Calloway County Education
Association, cost will be $1.00
students, $1.50 adults.
Thursday, November 9
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for




present "The Music Man" at
A. Carman Pavillion, College
Farm Road, at 8 p.m.
Murray Lions Club Radio
Auction will continue on
WNBS from 6:30 to 11 p.m.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church Women will have a
Thanksgiving potluck at the
church.
Independence United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7 p.m. at the church.
Homemakers Clubs are
--scheduled as follows: Dexter
at Center at 9:30 a.m.;
Racers, Progressive, and
Suburban, places and times
not released.
Grove 6126 WOW will meet
at Triangle Inn at 6 p.m.
Nursing workshop. for
 —ragisteiredatuses and nursing-
_eadated personnel will be from
0:311 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the
Mason Nursing Building,
Murray State. Contact Jean






feature Ed Henson, Depart-
ment of Education, Frankfort. -
on program of Hatfield-McCoy -
feud in the Kentucky Moun-
tains at Student Center
Auditorium, at 7:30 p.m. This
is free and open to the public.
Trumpet recital by Daniel_
Goland°, Jamestown, N. Y.,
will be at 8:15 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State.
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of
Beta Snerna Phi will meet at-




Club will meet at the home of
Mrs- Esco Gunter at 1:30 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre will
present "Music Man" at A.
Carman Pavillion, College
Farm Road, at 8 p.m.
Coast Guard Auxiliary,
Flotilla 27-5 will have an open
meeting and educational




Kingsrnen Quartet will be
sponsored by the Calloway
County High School Speech
Team at the high school gym
at tip.m.
Friday, November 10
Fall Festival and Patpourri
by Women's Guild of St Leo's
Catholic Church will be at
Gleason Hall, 401 North 12th.•
Street, from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Exhibit of graphics and
drawings by Tony Beard ,and
of phonography by Robin Gail
Fredrick will be at Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State, through
Nov.26.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9 a.m. for morning shop-
ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Saturday, November 11
Murray Postoffice will be
closed in observance of
Veterans Day holdiday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Hale will
be honored on their 50th
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the community .
room, North Branch of
Peoples Bank, at two p.m. - Total prevention impossible
Saturday, November 11
Southwest Calloway.. Fall
Festival will be held at the
school with slipper at 6 p.m.
god gimes and fun at 6:30
p.m.
Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
Kappa will have a luncheon at
noon at the Holiday Inn.
. Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the DAR will meet
at the home of Mrs. Wells
Purdom, Sr., at 1:30 p.m. with
Hughie Lawson as
speaker.
• Fours Wheel Pull, sponsored
by the American Legion, will
be held at Livestock Show and
Exposition Center, Collge
Farm road, at 7 p.m.
Chili supper, sponsored by
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow Girls,
will be served from 6 to 8:30
p.m. at the lodge hall. Chili,
pie. and drink will be $1.50 per
person.
Hog Processing will be
shown at Homeplace-1850 in
Land Between the Lakes from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Joe Emerson of




Of Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority Unit Meet
The Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority, Unit 827, of the
Woodmen of the World met
Tuesday, Oct. 24, at the home
of Betty Baker with Martha
Andrus, presidentapresiding.
Diana Lyons reported on the
Ranger and Rangerette
Halloween Party held at the
Woodman Hall with 55
members present. Games and
costumes were enjoyed.
A report of the Executive
Committee was given by
Diana Lyons, and. the con-
vention to be held in Louisville
was discussed. n -
Marilyn Herndon, chair-
person for the Miss
Rangerette Pagaent, gave a
report of nine girls entering
with Michelle Spann being
crowned Miss Rangerette and
Mitzi McDougal, first runner
up, Lisa Cunningham second
runner up, and Vonme Hayes
as talent winner. She thanked
the sorority members for
making it such a success.
Each member present voted
for the officers for the corning
year and also ideal sorority
sister to be announced later.
The next meeting will be an
initation to be held at the home
of Jean Richerson on Nov. 21.
The door prize was won by
Judy McCarty.
Refreshments were served,.
with Ann Spann as cohostess





Cynthia Hart, Loretta Jobs,
VISIT HERE Ann Spann, Marilyn Herndon,
Mr. and Mrs. James V. Jean Richerson, Donna
Edwards of Sedalia, Mo., left Garland, Sara Alexander, and
Wednesday for their home Linda Fain.
after being the guests of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Workman, and to
attend the homecoming at the
Kirksey United Methodist
Church on Nov. 5. Mr.
Ediva-raltinn mother, Mrs.
Barber Edwards, visited her
sisters in Mayfield while they
were here.
GUESTS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Dunn
of Atlanta, Ga., were the
weekend guests of her mother,
Mrs. John Workman, and
other relative n and friends.
e
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Eddie Williams of Murray-




your home for the holidays?
Wrap butter cookies in-
dividually in clear plastic and
hang them on the tree. When
it's time to leave, let them
take home their own, wrapped
cookie.
- HEALTH
I Lawrence E: Lamb,M.D.
Holly Berry Bazaar will be By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
held at the First Presbyterian DEAR. DR. LAMB —
Church, 16th and Main There-ais so much written
Streets.. --about-persons- having-heart----
attacks because - they. _are
Annual- hatiar of Creative elversneight, smoke or have
high blood pressure and
drink alcohol. But I never.
see anything about a person
who does not have all of
these above problems, like
me.
I am 78 years old, 5-feet-6,
weigh 126 pounds and never
had high blood pressure in
my life.
Arts Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will be from 9
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I was getting out of tbe
shower on a Sunday morning
when suddenly I had severe
chest pains. My wife called
the ambulance and they
came in five minutes. They
gave me oxygen which
helped to relieve the pain.
I was rushed to the hospi-
tal and was in the coronary
care unit for four days and in
the hospital for two weeks. I
haven't had any pain since.
During the pain, I had cold
sweats. When they7 X-rayed
me in the hospital, there was
water in my lungs.
I am getting my strength
back, eat and sleep good and
get lots of rest. I have al-
ways been under the impres-
sion that I would never have
a heart attack because of not
having high blood pressure
or the other problems that
you often mention in your
column.
DEAR READER — There
is no-formula which guaran-
tees anyone that he will
9:15 never have a heart attack.
You are absolutely right,
there are people who are not
overweight, don't Smoke and
don't have high blood pres-
sure who do have heart
attacks. '
But, I would like to point
out that, even in your case,
you didn't have tone until you
were 78. Moreover, you sur-
vived it.
We recognize that weren't
totally- prevent-people -frum
having heart attacks. But we
hope that by following a
prudent course, such as you
have, that rather than hav-
ing a serious heart attack in
your latter 40s, 50s or even
early 60s, that one might liye
to 78 before having any se-
rious problems.
By .having a good lifestyle
yuunialocidaarean
sure down, you ecrease
your chances of having-w










heart attack or .a stroke.
That doesn't mean no one
will ever have heart attacks
if they follow such a  life-
style.
  To-give you -more informaa-
tion about what happens
when you have a heart
attack, I am sending you
The Health Utter number 2-
11, Heart Attack. When It
Strikes. Other readers who
want this issue can send 50
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it. Address your request to
me in care of this newspa-
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, 14Y
10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I arn`
5-feet-6 and weigh ,330
pounds. Recently, I noticed t
am developing a doubled
chin. How can I get rid of
this without losing weight?
DEAR READER -- By
surgery. localfat pads such
as the doubled... chin just
simply do not disappear on
their own. There is no such
thing as "spot reducing." If
you want to get rid of-a snot
or lump of fat, it has to be
cut out.
The alternative is to lose
excess body fat all over. In
the course of losing all that
fat, hopefully, you will get
rid of the undesirable fea-
ture. Unfortunately, it
doesn't always work that
way. A person may get
thinner and thinner and still
have fat in spots they don't
like, your double chin being
a classic example.
Some people have a fami-
lial characteristic to develop
a double chin. Others have
characteristics to develop
heavy thighs, and it makell it
more difficult for these peo-
ple if they want to avoid such
features.
Certainly, the removal of
the fat pad just underneath
the chin is not a difficult
surgical procedure. A good
cosmetic _Surgeon. can do  it anso.-22 te-Jon. .244-
without much trouble. If you A fine opportunity is in the
offing. Even if you turn it
down, the chances are good
that you will move ahead in
your present position.
AQUARIUS
William Booth, a London 
(Jan. 21 to Feb.
A telephone call may ring in
evangelist, 'founded the a new chapter in your life by
Christian Mission, wh,tç bringing an,.4144 , mg*
beiIinelfilt78 re Saivatiori loved friend back into your
OffICAltitirthe Mimes, Vocerional-C-enter 1411A in-
stalled were, left to right, to row, Marcia Perkins, in-
stalling official, Rhonda Garland, reporter, Nathan
White, vice-piesident, bottom tow, Jana Hopkins
historian, Nancy Murdock, treasurer, and Shelia Phillips






Leaders of America at
Murray Vocational Center
installed their.new officers on
Wednesday, Oct. 25, at the
vocational center.
Marcia Perkins, the in-
stalling official, is remember
of the collegiate chapter of
future business leaders — Phi
—Beta Lambda, and is also the
president of Pi Omega Pi, an
aionorary business fraternity
at Murray State. She installed











After the ceremony, the
business meeting was cal-
ducted with Shelia Phillips,
the newly installed
presiding. It was decid
the chapter fund-railitig
project to sell Tootsie Rolls
and to take  orders for cooki 
that are-suitable for gifts.
At the meeting it ws.s also
voted to conduct service
projects throughout the year.
The service project for
November will be to assist the
DECA Chapter with 4 drive to
collect canned food for
Thanksgiving.
A surprise birthday cake
was presented to the advisers,
Mrs. Martha Crawford and
Mrs. Brenda Nix.
atch Storage Of Chestnuts
And Gives Stuffing Recipe






Since chestnuts have a low
oil and high carbohydrate
content, don't store them like
you would other nuts.
Refrigerate them at 35 to 4e
degrees F under moist con-
ditions shortly after har-
vesting and you'll prevent
them from getting dry and
hard.
Chestnuts may be placed in
plastic bags with damp or
nearly dry peat moss and then
refrigerated. They have &high
water content and are
perishable at room tem-
perature. But if refrigerated
in loosely convered containers
or in ventilated plastic bags,





 Frances Drake 
FOR THURSDAY,
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr.
The general situation looks
confused — but don't worry.
With events going especially
your way, you can straighten
out everything to your
satisfaction.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) daii;"7.
Romance is favored for
 _today. Be careful about giving
your consent or refusal to any
propositions that are made by
new or slight acquaintances.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) n
An unexpected problem
could throw you for a loss.
How you handle it, arid whom
you consult, will make a
major differaice in the out-
come. "
CANCER -
(June 22 to July 231 e
'You have a tendency to do
too many things at once.
What's important now is to
zero in on the main chance,
and give it all you've got.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Probletn-soiving is the order
of the day. Things that have
worried, you overly can be
worked: out. Review past
actions and see how they
reflect on your present
situation.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept, 23) 111)‘"_1
You like to run with the
crowd, but your best bet today
is to go it alone. Company
could only complicate things
and change your course of
action.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23 )
Your enthusiasm for a new
project is peakinga so make
your move now while you're
thinking constructively and
positively and are sure of
success.
really think you are thin
enough already, and don't
want to lose - weight else-
where, it might be a good




( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) IF edhe-
Whatever yeti do this p.m.,
avoid visiting a 'relative who
invariably irritates you. It can
only result in family conflict.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) eqet).
A subtle change in your
appearance will attract at-
tention and bring you com-
pliments from an unexpected






(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You've talked about lessons
for a long time. Now you'll
take the step that will result in
your learning a new skill or
developing a taleht.
<C6f
YOU BORN TODAY need
never worry about life being
dull. Your vivid imagination
can turn a non-event into an
adventure; your lively in-
tellect can open new avenues
of interest.
chestnuts whole or chopped
for longer storage. Pack them
in freezer containers; close
tightly, and freeze im-
mediately at 0 degrees F or
lower. Use in cooking without
defrosting.
To blanche, place shelled
nuts in boiling water and let
stand for 2 minutes. Remove a
few at a time, cool slightly,
then peel with a paring knife.
If nuts are difficult to peel,
then return them to the hot
water for 1 or 2 minutes.
Roasting also will loosen the
skins of chestnuts. Slash
through the shells on the flat
side of the nuts. Place cut
sides up on a baking sheet.
Roast in a 400 degrees F oven
until tender for about 20
minutes. Insert a fork through
the cut in the shell to test
tenderness. Remove shells
and skins while nuts are still
warm.
Chestnuts not only add a
delightful flavor, they have
fewer calories than other nuts.
Use them as a snack or add
them to different recipes.
There are only 53 calories in
each ounce of chestnuts or 80
calories in a L4 cup of whole
chestnuts. Roasted peanuts
provide 165 calories for each
Luther Jones Honored
On His 82nd Birthday
Luther Jones of Murray met
relatives on Sunday, Oct. 22, in
the home of a daughter, Mrs.
Densii Paschall of Hazel
Route 1, for a potluck dinner in
honor of his 82nd birthday
which was on Oct. 26,
His younger brother,
Aubrey Jones and wife,
Marelle, were also present to
celebrate his 72nd birthday
which was on Oct. 23.
The other two surviving
children of the late Robert and
Nannie Jones are Less Jones
who is 86 and. Mrs. Mary
Green who is 88. They are both
from Murray and were
present for the dinner.
In addition to Densil and his
wife, Laydeen, Mr. Jones'
other children present for the




birthday was Oct.:18; Sue and
Joe Outland and Lisa frofn
Murray; Doris Jones,
Gleason, Tenn., whose bir-
thday is Oct. 44 wife, Betty,
and daughter, Debbie, whose
birthday is Oct. 29. Another
granddaughter and family
also present were Byron and
Anita Gallimore with Brad 
and Eric.
Cletie Dublin Was an af-
ternoon guest.
ounce and 410 calories for ki
cup. Black walnuts have 180
calories for each ounce and
195 calories in a 1,4 dip of
chopped nuts.
Here's a traditional way to
use chestnuts:
Chestnut Stuffing
1n2 pounds chestnuts, 1 cup
butter or margarine, 1 cups
chopped celery'. 1 cup chopped
onions, 2 teaspoons salt, 1
teaspoon thyme leaves, 1
teaspoon marjoram, L2
teaspoon seasoned pepper, 8
cups fresh bread crumbs.
With the tip of a sharp knive,
make a slot in each chestnut,
In a 3-quart sauce pan, cover
chestnuts with water and
place over high heat. Heat to
boiling; cook 1 minute.
Remove from heat.
Remove a few chestnuts at a
time from the boil water; shell
and skin. Coarsely 'chop the
nuts and set aside.
Cook celery, onions, salt.
thyme, marjoram and pepper
over medium heat in hot
butter or margarine for about
10 minutes or until the
vegetables are tender.
Remove from heat and stir in
chestnuts and bread crumbs;
mix well. Makes about enough
stuffings 11 cups) for one 14









Find out for certain if your chimney is
safe or if it is coated with dangerously
flammable creosote Fires in chimneys_
and stove pipes caused 3 milrion dollars
worth of damage last year Mext year
we will charge for inspections, so take




OFFER GOOD IN CALI AWAY COUNTY ONLY!
CHIROPRACTORS SEEK
RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS
'The International Pain Control Institute I, present I
In whit Ii Themoat extennive research program ever un•
dertaken by the chiropractic profession. This researrh is
directed toward determining the relationship between health
problems and spinal misalignments and utilires a screening
process called Contour Analysis.
Volunteers are being iuiught for screening. Contour Analysis
enables taking a three-dimensional picture walled Moire
ptsotogrbphyi of the topography of the surface of the spine to
detect spinal streim deviations This analysis will be
correLoted with leg deficiency. patient cympternatology. and levels of spinal tenderness An analysis of this
type can reveal ouch things as normal and abnormal stress patterns. spinal curvature, muscle spasms.
muscle imbalance, aignal distortions, and scoliosis
This ism public %en. tee program for participating volunteers The doctors are contributing their tune, senrlee 
AliiIVACAILAStiar . -
Anyone otstring iIre) volunteer mak telephone participating doctors directly for information or on Op-
pntntment
Murray Chiropractic Center' Paris Chiropractic Office
903 Sycamore Street , aaaaaana.a.- 107 West Blythe
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_:ByAbidail Van Buren'
ow. Oucapo TM:wt. N V Now* UnCLIPIC
DEAR ABBY: I think your advice to ME IN MALIBU was
way out of line. Six years ago I met Bill. We fell in love and
became roommates. Between us we have a tote) of eight
children ranging from 9 to 19. We've never tried Lb hide our
lifestyle from them. They accept us and we accept-them. The
two youngest live with us. tOne mine, one his). They go to a,
private Ch,ristian school nearby, and the school authorities
have never made a fuss over our lifestyle.
We teach our children morals and values and let them
know that the ultimate choices are theirs to make.
If my 'honey ever told me to "get lost" for a while so his
children wouldn't learn the realities of our relationship, he
would 'never see meeagain.
When we are ready, we wilt marry. No pressure, no coer-
cion or ignorant comments from others will hasten our
decision.
As Christians, it's our consciences we must live with—no
one else's.
I'M WIT,H_YOU IN MALIBU
-
DEAR I'M: I hest what you're saying, and I respect the
candor and sincerity of your views. Perhaps I'm bending
over backwards to preserve the time-honored institution of
marriage, and to urge parents to set good examples for their
children to follow.
Mature people understand that living together isn't
always raunchy, and because they have a profound respect
for marriage, they don't rush into it hastily. But I fear that
very young children may feel that marriage is not really
important to a family. And that disturbs me.
DEAR ABBY: Please print my letter so other mothers
won't make the same mistake I made. After 19 years, I
realize the error of naming our son "funior," after his father.
When he was a baby. it was no problem. We called him
Billy and his father was Bill.
When he got older he decided Billy was too babyish. so he
asked us to call him Bill, which wasn't too bad—we called
one Big Bill and the other one Little Bill. That worked out
fine until Little Bill soon got bigger than Big Bill.
Now it's worse. It's Young Bill and Old Bill and you can im-
agine how thrilled father is to be Old Bill at 44!
Not only that, but their voices are identical, and they are
constantly being mistaken for one another on the telephone.
And their mail gets mixed up, too, when there is no "Sr." or
"Jr."
It's a pain in the neck. I should have named him Lawrence,
like I wanted to. I've always loved that name. Phooey on
these Juniors!
TOO LATE NOW
CONFIDENTIAL TO "BIRD IN A GILDED CAGE":
Chastity belts for MEN? It would seem far mere practical to
just lock up the whole man.
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret at
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send 81 with a long,
self-addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to Abby, 132







• Miss Jeanetta Belle Gilliam
and Timothy Alan Philpot
Mrs. Willie Waldrop Farless of Murray and Frank G. •
Gilliam, Sr. of Lexington, announce the engagement and ap-
proaching marriage of their daughter, Jeanette Belle
Gilliam, to Timothy Alan Philpot, son of Mr. and Mrs
Lawrence Samuel Philpot of Murray.
Miss Gilliam is the granddaughter of Mrs. H. Coleman
Waldrop and the late H. Coleman Waldrop of Mayfield, and
the late Rev. Dr. and Mrs. Adolphus Gilliam of Lexington.
Mr. Philpot is the grandson of Mrs. Zela Philpot and the late
G. G. Philpot of Corbin, and of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Lickliter
of Independence.
The bride-elect, a 1975 graduate of Murray High School, is
presently a senior in Management and Family Economics at
the University of Kentucky and will receive her Bachelor of
Science Degree in May.
Mr. Philpot is also a 1975 graduate of Murray High School.
He is presently a Civil Engineering senior at the University
of Kentucky and will receive his Bachelor of Science Degree
in May. He is a member of Tau Beta Pi honorary fraternity
and is employed by the Kentucky Department of Tran-
sportation.
The couple has chosen Saturday, Dec. 23, as their wedding
date with a private ceremony to be performed at the bride-
elect's home. A reception will follow from six to eight p.m. at
the home, 1712 Magnolia Drive to which all friends and
relatives are invited to attend.
Only out of town invitations are being sent.
Fairris Family Holds
Reunion, Ellis Center
The descendants of Grier
and Martha Fairris held their
first family reunion on Sun-






Attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Alvin Fairris, Mr. and
Mrs. Clifford Fairris, Mr. and
Mrs. Keys Fairris, Mr. and
Mrs. Gary Fairris and family,
Mr. and Mrs Ray Coursey
and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Napoleon Parker, Mr. and
Mrs. Wallace Hart, Mr. and
Mn. Fulton Young, Mr. and
Mrs. -Burton Young, •-Mrs.
Lexie Morton and grand-
children.
' Also present were Mrs.
Murmon Davis, Mrs.
Madeline Amox, Miss Daisy
Orr, Miss Arnie Orr, Mrs.
Flossy Broach and family,
Mrs. Ethel Chapman, Mr. and
Mrs. Calvin Chapman, Mrs.
Zenabia Grooms, Mrs.
Beverly Robinson and Beth,
Lee Fairris, Luther Fairris,
Mrs. Vera Enoch, Mr. and
Mrs. James Kindred, Mr. and
Mrs. Calvin Paschall, Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Gallimore, Mrs.
Jewell Nance, Mr. and Mrs.
Carvis Paschall and family._
Also attending were Mrs.
Pete Neil, Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Parker and Kevin,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Lawrence,
Mr. and Mrs. Harlon
Lawrence, Mrs. Joe Ann
Grooms and family, Mr. and
Mrs Randy Grooms, Mrs.
Eunice Stewart, Mr. and Mrs.__
Ruben Barrett, Mr. and Mrs.
Lloyd Stephens, MrsRuth
Lawrehe, Dolphus
Lawrence, Mr. and Mrs. Phil
Wynns, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Lampkins, Mrs. Opal Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Nance
and sons, Mrs. Emma Newton
and family.
The group planned another







Baby Boy Wyatt (Rhonda),
Rt. 7, Mayfield, Baby Boy
McCaskill (Patricia), 1558
Oxford, Murray, Baby Girl
Collins (Sheila), 1415 Poplar
St., Murray, Baby Boy Smith
(Bridgette), Rt. 1, New
Concord.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Janet M. Fitch and
baby girl, 312 N. 8th, Murray,
Mrs. Sarah N. Henson and
baby boy, Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs.
Judy F. Dowdy and baby boy,
7, Mayfield, Mark R.
Conley, Box 5551 Hart Hall,
Murray, Mrs. Katrina R.
Fields, Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Joyce A. Williams, Rt. 5,
Box 34, Paris, Tenn., Stacie A.
Fagan, Box 158, Palmersville,
Tenn., Mrs. Joanne R.
Noonan, 205 S. 16th, Murray,
Daniel T. Dillon, Dexter, Mrs.
mareiit l. EdWardi: BIL
Dexter, Mrs. Don Overby, Rt.
1, Almo, Rodney S. Key, 1816
Sycamore St., Murray, Bill G.
Forrester, Rt. 1, Union City,
Tenn., Rufus J. Garland, 507
Chestnut, Murray, Gerry L.
Reed, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.





Sandy 0. Harmon, Alm°, Mrs.
Vesta M. Bretton, 316 N.
Porter, Paris, Tenn., Mark E.
Kennedy, 308 N. 7th, Murray,
Herman K. Ellis, Box 191,
Murray, Miss Deann Thor-
nton, 805 S. 16th, Murray,
Leander Finney, New Con-
cord, Mrs. Lou D. White, Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Della Swift, 702
Riley Ct., Murray, Mrs.
Bertha Younger, 514 N.
Brewer St., Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Camillis E. McElroy, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Carrie
M. Behme, Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray, Mrs. James
G. Grogan, Fox Meadows E-3,
Murray.
Three members of the
Rusmess and Professional
Women's Club of Murray
attended the Fall Roundup for
Districts I, II, III, and IV of
the Kentucky B&PW held In
October at Owensboro.
They were Connie Whitt,
president of the Murray club;
Jean Elkins, Murray members
and director of District I; and
Betty Lou Hill, club member.
Guest speaker was Bob
-- )ok, area manager with the
Dale Carnegie Course, who
spoke on -The Importance of
Having A Positive Attitude."
Joan White, state president,
brought state greetings to the
district and announced the
winter board meeting to be




The fail roundup next year
was teritatively scheduled for
Oct. 6 and 7 at Lake Barkley
Lodge to be hosted by District
HI. Ms. White, state
president, is currently
working on a project on
cancer research ' and has
asked that each district in the




easier if you keep flares,
flashlight, sand, long-handled
brush, and plastic window-
scraper in your car. And an
lUla-freesa &Wailers. ea- yen" --
windshield washer.
MRS. MARCUS IVIAYES,
the former Carol Champion,
professor of mathematics at
Freed-Hardeman College,
Henderson, Tenn., has been
notified that her biographical
sketch will be included in the
1978 education of "Out-
standing Young Women of
America." She is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. William
Champion of Murray; is a
graduate of Murray High
School; holds the BS, MACT,
and SCT degrees from Murray
State University; and has
done doctoral study at the
University of Mississippi. She
Is married to Marcus R.
Hayes, also a graduate of
Murray State and a member
of the faculty of Freed-
Hardeman who is presently a
doctoral candidate at the
University of Mississippi.
They reside in Henderson,
Tenn., with their two children,






HOLLY BERRY BAZAAR — Women of the First Presbyterian Church handcrafted
these German dolls, approximately 12" to 14" in height, pictured right, for the Holly
Berr1, Bazaar to be held Saturday, Nov. 11, at the first Presbyterian Church. Charlotte
Gregory, left, shows some of the needlepoint pillows Anditte lacy wreath _which will_
also be on sale at the bazaar at the church, 16th and Main Streets.
North Fork News—
By Mrs. R. D. Key
Oct. 18, 1978
Mrs. Lorene Smith of
Memphis, Tenn., has been the
guest of Henry Sykes and Mrs.
Sadie Bucy.
Mrs. Judy Summers and
Rudy Key visited Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Sykes on Thur-
sday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Orr
visited Mrs. Wilma Paschall
in Wright's Nursing Home and
Mr. and Mrs. Waymon Young
in Paris, Tenn., on Thursday.
The Rev. Terry Sills and the
Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
visited Douglas Vandyke
Thursday.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins and Mrs.
Jessie Paschall visited the
Rev. and Mrs. James Phelps
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Morris and Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins were dinner guests of
Mrs. Jessie Paschall Satur-
day.
Mrs. Terry Sills spent
Saturday with the Douglas
Vandykes. Mrs. Sills and Mrs.
Jessie Paschall visited the R.
D. Keys on Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones
visited Mrs. Bettie Jenkins on
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
spent the weekend with Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Wyatt in Nash-
ville, Term., and attended
services at the First Baptist
Church to hear the Rev. Dr.
Henry Franklin Paschall.
Mrs. Louise Holley_ visited
Mrs.. Jessie Paschall on
Saturday.
Mr. , and Mrs. Bill Carey
visited Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins on Saturday.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited
Mr. and Mrs. Carnol. Boyd on
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
and Mr. and Mrs. Maburn Key
visited Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Vandyke on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Maburn Key
visited Mrs. Ovie Wilson on
Sunday.
Mr. and Mr* Cooper Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Edwards,
and Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Edwards attended the funeral
of Mrs. Lillian Wright in
Memphis, Term.
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Orr
and son visited Mr. and Mrs.
A. J. Cryer in Obion, Tenn., on
Sunday.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins on Sun-
day.
Mrs. Carlie-B. Paschall and
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Paschall
and son, Joshua, were dinner
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Paschall. The birthdays
of Carte B. and Joshua were -
also being celebrated. Mr. and
Mrs. Paschall were happy to
have their grandson with them
on his first birthday.
Mrs. Holice Grooms visited
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Grooms
onMonday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruben Flet-
cher and Miss Sylvia
Kuykendall attended the
ordination service at Point
Pleasant Baptist Church on
Sunday evening where their
son, Gary Fletcher, was or-
dained as a deacon.
Mr. and Mrs. Tellus Orr,
Mr. and Mrs. Gurvis Paschall,
and Rickie Orr visited Mrs.
Rickie Orr who is a surgery
patient at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes visited Mr. and Mrs.







evening after church. Mrs.
Martin served coffee and
cake.
Mr. and Mrs. Vester
Paschall visited Mrs. Wilma
Paschall in Wright's Nursing
Home Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson
and leavettia are spending this
week in the Great Smoky
Mountains National Park.
CAROL WATKINS,
daughter of Mrs. Effie
Watkins and the late Royce E,
Watkins of H.aseKtoute 2, has
been nominated and selected
for the 1977-78 edition of
"Who's Who Among American
High School Students." She
was chosen based on her
academic accomplishments.
Miss Watkins, a senior at
Calloway County High School,
Is a member of the Calloway
County Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America and the
Pep Club.
When buying lamb chops
remember that ribs chops are
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46 Years At MSU
Sy Malls mai 1...1.,11Ortin
Mrs. T. (Fay Wall) Sledd,
devoted wife and mother,
capable secretary and office
assistant, and a member of a
prominent family in Calloway
County, served Murray State
faithfully and expertly for
almost half a century 46
years, from May, 1927, to June
30, 1973. A portion of this was
part-time service.
Her death Sunday, November
5, caused her friends of
yesteryear to reflect upon how
very much she contributed to
the University in quiet, cheer-
ful and loyal service through
the years.
Born August 27, 1902 in
Calloway County, Fay was the
daughter of Dr. John T. and
Lula Belle Wilson Wall. She
was graduated from Murray
-High-Sehool•Tankikref--a-tifne-,--she--the-
and her sister Mrs. B. Melugin
operated a dress shop in
Murray.
Her first employment on the
Murray State campus was as
secretary to pr. J. W. Carr,
beginning in May, 1927. Dr.
Carr's reliance upon the work
of his secretary was known to
everyone, and Fay became one
quickly learned to "check their
factual stories" with Mrs.
Sledd. She knew the history of'
the administration of Murray
State from its •'Teacher
College" stage to its University
status.
On November 29, 1929, Fay
Wall and T. Sledd (W. T. Sledd
jr.) were married. Their son,
Dr. William T. Sledd III, is
professor of mathematics at
Michigan State University. Dr.
and Mrs. Sledd (the former
Margery Clark) have two
children, Luanne, 18, and Jane,
13. Dr. Sledd has the M.A. and
Ph. D. from the University of
Kentucky and the B. S. from
Murray State. Their home is at
1608 Linden Street, East Lan-
sing, -Mich.
Fay and her husband "T"
were a true team — at home, on
, ,-;eamptis-and—in—the- .
"T" was a star in football and
baseball. for Murray State,
playing on the first teams the
• "Normal School" ever had.
From 1952 to 1969, -he was
bookstore manager for the
linifersity. In sports, "T" is
"Mr. Booster" at Murray
State.
Fav and "T" and- their
of the secretarial mainstays on __families have always been
the staff. She was later•
secretary to Dr-;--W. R.- Bourne; -
head of the Education Depart-
ment and governor of Rotary.
The college Business Office
was her next assignment, and
here she served as "the right
hand" of Business Managers R.
E. Broach and Preston—W.- Or-
dway. At the time of her
retirement on June 30, 1973, she
,was assistant director of per-
sonnel at Murray State Univer-
sity.
Those who were president
while Fay was-a member-of-the
staff were Dr. Carr, Dr. Wells,
Dr. Richmond, Dr. Woods and
Dr. Sparks. The period in-
cluded the Great Depression,
World War II, Naval Flight
Preparatory School,
enrollment decline, post-war
boom, and massive blinding
programs. Paper Ivork was
massive and unending, but she




and faculty members relied on
her to help solve the problems
of budgets, receipts,p ex-
penditures,- salaries, main-
tenance and equipment.
Writers for the College News
loyal to the college and to their
_town, whatever the—occasion.
Mrs. Sledd was a member of
the First United Methodist
, Church where she was active in
the Mattie Belle Hayes Circle.
She was also a member of the
Business and Professional
Women's Club.
Dean Briggs once wrote: "Do
your work. Put your heart into
it and the sky will be clear." He
must have been thinking of
people like Fay — Mrs. William
T. Sledd. She put her heart into
her work and made the sky
clearer for Murray State and
her people.
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WASHINGTON — The rancid membership in the coalition for Peace
hostility of the White House staff Through Strength, retired Army Lt.
toward Treasury Secretary W. Michael- Gen. George Seignious Jr. resigned
Blumenthal was Signalled anew a few • with a blast that the Coalition's leaders
.days-befora-Prasideat-Garter-delivered—have--endorsed -olistorted and untrue
his anti-inflation speech. - statements" about the pending
Blumenthal and other cabinet strategic arms limitation agreement
members were summoned to the White (SALT).
House to read and discuss the final Three days after his angry Oct. 17
daft of the speech. Before the meeting letter to John M. Fisher, president of
was over, Blumenthal had to leave to the anti-SALT American Security
catch a plane. He popped his copy of the Council and prime mover in the
Carter speech into his briefcase and left Coalition for Peace, Seignious was
the White House. named' o head the Arms Control and
When the meeting ended, the Disarmament Agency (ACDA),
president carefully collected all copies replacing Paul Warnke. That raises
of his speech — except, of course, this suspicion: Seignious' resignation
Blumenthal's, which was in his air- from the Coalition for Peace was a
borne briefcase. condition of his appointment to head
Presidential aides hugged them- ACDA.
selves, scarcely able to contain their The Coalition combines a dozen or
glee. Blumenthal had the only un- more rukional ‘arganizations all of
secured copy of the speech, but he which oppose the SALT II agreement
didn't know it. Therefore, if he leaked now being hammered into final form by
its contefits (a charge repeatedly made the U.S. and the Soviet Union.
against him by White House staffers), Seignious, who will soon resign as
Blumental's fingerprints would be president of The Citadel, famed
unmistakable. That might be the lever military college in Charleston, S.C.,
to pry him out of office. had only joined the Coalition two
In fact, there was no leak. But the months ago and agreed to serve on its
bizarre incident reflects the attitude of national strategy committee.
senior presidential aides toward the In his letter of resignation to Fisher,
secretary of the treasury, exacerbated Seignious attacked the Coalition's anti-
by corrosive squabbling during the SALT campaign as "distorted and
drafting of the anti-inflation program. untrue," filled with "excesses" and
There is no sign that Blumenthal unacceptable to him.
intends to resign or that the president A footnote: The substitution of
wants him to resign. Nevertheless, Seignious for Warnke, long regarded as
White House aides do not disguise their the SALT villain by defense-oriented
belief that Blumenthal's abrasive style congressmen and military specialists,
has curtailed his usefulness and that a
new man at the treasury would be
beneficial for all concerned.
To underscore that view, they now
make a point of dealing with assistant
and under secretaries at the treasury, a
calculated. insult to Blumenthal.
SE1GNIOUS SWITCH
Within two months of accepting
EARTLIN
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to ans%er
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered . in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am a veteran of
World War II. I am presently receiving
a disability benefit from the Veterans
Administration. My wife recently had a
stroke, and now needs constant nursing
care. Is there any way the Veterans
Administration will assist me in this
expense? —
There is the possibility t -1 ---you could
be eligible for an additional allowance
for your wife if her condition calls for it.
To be eligible, you must have a service-
connected disability rating of at least 50
percent. Veterans drawing any other
benefit from the VA other than service
connected disability would not be
eligible for this aid for a disabled wife.
HEARTLINE: I am really having a
problem with my prescription drugs.
The pharmacist puts those child-proof
caps on pills, not realizing that they can
be "people-proof" as well. Because of
arthritis in my hands and fingers, I find
it difficult, and at times impossible to
get the cap off. Ieven had to smash one
bottle with a hammer. Is there any way
I can get the old-fashioned caps on my
pills? — P.O.
The Poison Prevention Packaging
Act of 1970 has made this type of cap to
be the kind currently required by law.
It has been responsible for preventing
many children from consuming
medicines that are harmful to them.
However, you should request that your
pharmacist use the other type of lid.
You may be required to sign a release
form so that this may be done.
HEARTLINE: I have heard the term
"unearned income" used. How dOes
this type of income affect my Social
Security benefits?
Unearned income has no effect at all
on your Social Security benefits. It does
not matter bow much you have, and it
will in no way lower your benefits. You
do not have to pay Social Security taxes
on this amount, but in many cases
(depending on the amount I you do have
to pay federal income taxes on it. Some
examples of . unearned income are:
intereseom a savings account, stock
dividends, rental income, lottery or
prize winnings and the money you
receive from any pension or matured
insuranee -
11EART1INF.: I am 65 and I became
married for the first time last month. A
week after the marriage, I applied for
wife's benefits and was told that there
was a nine-month waiting period. A
friend told me. that this waiting period
was found unconstitutional by the
Supreme Court. What are the real
faete--- P:t.;
According to the Social Security
Administration, the duration of
marriage requirement is one year for
retirement or disability and nine
months for survivor cases. If the death
isaccidental, there is no waiting period.
The nine-month requirement was
upheld by the Supreme Court on June
26, 1975,-in the case of Weinberger vs.
Salfi.
HEARTLINE: I am 65 years old and
still working full-time. I think the
company I work for is' going to be
revamping some of the jobs and my job
will probably be done away with. If this
happens, and I'm laid off, I will draw
unemployment. If I go ahead and retire
at this time, probably the middle of
next. _year_raal--draw-talaniplayinent-
and Social Security benefits, or will one
cancel out the other?
Yes, you can draw both unem-
ployment compensation and Social
Security. However, starting Oct. 1,
1979, your unemployment will be
reduced dollar for dollar by the Social
Security benefit, or any private or
public pension. There is a hint,
however, that Congress may rule that
Social Security is not included in this
provision.
HEARTLINE: Should I keep my
Medicare card in a safe place, such as a
safety deposit box?
No. You should carry your card with
you. You should always have it with you
in your billfold or purse. _
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses.
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
„congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirk-sen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in Session by dialing l-
564-2500 or by writing to then.' in care
, of the State_ Capitol Building.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators




Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 S, 3rd Street
• Murray, KY. 42071
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
The Murray Division of the 'Tappan
Company announced that on Nov. 4 the
2,000,000th unit built in the local plant
was produced. The plant now employs
almost 1,000 persons, officials said.
Deaths reported include Curtis Hubbs
and Mrs. Ruby Caldwell Miller.
The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration has . sent a letter of
thanks to the Sager Glove Company,
Murray, foe the safety suits designed by
20 Years Ago
The Murray Chapter of Civitan
International was chartered Nov. 6 at
the Kentucky Colonel. Officers are
Aubrey P. Willoughby, Woodrow Rick-
man, Oury King, Ivan Johnson, T. A.
Thacker, Richard Denton, James
Coleman, Thomas- Jones, and James
Byrn.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Nola
Whitnell, 76.
E. B. Howton of Murray was elected
first vice-president of the Kentucky
Jersey Cattle Club at the meeting held
at Mammoth Cave. A. Carman of
30 Years Ago
The. 1949 Junior Red Cross
EnttJ4hIIsft€arnpdtgnbegan today in
the Calloway County Schools, ac-
cording to Marilyn Mason, Junior Red
Cross chairman. She said a goal of 100
per cent enrollment has been set for the
one week period, Nov. 8-12.
Deaths reported include Glenn Dale
Wilson, 10, Mrs. Mary Williams, 68, and
J. H. ( Horace).. Parks, 78.
L. K. Plnkley of Hazel was elected
president of the Purchase Log Rollers
Association which was organized at
Mayfield by the Woodmen of the World
Camps in the Purchase area.
The West Kentucky Chiropractors
^
Letter To The Editor
might marginally help Preaiden
Carter ''sell" SALT to the Senate ne
year, if a final agreement is produced
But it fell far  short of Ita
purpose: disarmcng headline critics
LABOR COUNTERAITACH
Although final touches are still
applied, the AFL-CIO's poten
executive council on Oct. 31 w
criticize President Carter's anti
inflation program, including its nove
tax-rebate "insurance" for workers in
case inflation tops 7 percent next year.
One argument to be used against the
tax-rebate Insurance is that it would
operate .as a catch/up against rising
inflation, whereas what unionised
workers want are wage MOWN@ IjOat
anticipate higher future levels Of-in-
flation. The insurance against inflation
rates over 7 percent — which Is the
limit on wage increases — Would be
paid at the end of the year.
George Meany, AFL-C10 president,
and his top aides are also troubled that
Congress might never approve such a
scheme — and by what one labor in-
sider called its "exorbitant" cost if
inflation moves into really high levels
of 10 to 15 percent. The anti-inflation
plan is designed to hold wage increases
to the 7 percent level, by voluntary
restraint.
In place of Mr. Carter's new volun-
tary plan, AFL-C10 economists want
mandatory wage-price controls, plus
complete incomes policy covering
interest rates, profits, dividends and
rents.
C, I, •
the local firm which were worn by tbe
men in the Apollo Space flight tag
week.
The contract for the construction of
facilities of the Henry-Calloway
Country Club near Puryear, Tenn., has
been awarded to a firm from Dyer-
sburg, Tenn.
Boots Randolph will appear in con-
cert at Murray State University on Dec.
15.
Murray resigned as secretary-
treasurer after serving for II years.
Frances Bradley, - teacher of the
School of New Hope, spoke at the
meeting of the Delta Department of the
Murray Wornan's Club.
Miss Julia Beach, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ohs Beach, was married to
Jimmy Dale Bell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ben Bell on Oct. 25 at the home of the
bride's parents.
Births reported include a girl, Jen-
nifer. Beth, to Mr. and Mrs. Bethel
Richardson on Oct. 31.
met yesterday at the Murray Woman's
-Club House-WIttrnr. WidterK-Be
president, presiding.
Mrs. Susan Hurt Was honored on her
88th birthday at a party held at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Collie.
Bible Thought
All things whatsoever ye would that
men shoula do to you, do ye even so to
them. — Matthew 7:12.
What a pleasant world this would be if
everybody lived by the Golden Rule
ipatead of by the rule of gold.
—.so& 
More On Swann Home
progressive age. Demolish the place
and use it for firewood, is what I say
Also, a word about the location.
know as a private citizen I have very
little say in what to do about someone's
private property, but I should most
certainly like to go on record as
preferring that the house be replaced
by some form of parking lot — nothing
extravagant, just a large basic asphalt
slab, something someone could park on
if need be In the past week I have
heard a responsible citizen of this city
declare that 2,000,000 square yards of
asphalt was quite enough for one
community. Well, I would most cer-
tainly classify that person as a lout and
he better get his head on straight but
quick! If a town Is going to keep
growing as Murray is growing, we may
have to asphalt the whole thing.
And what's wrong with asphalt
anyway/ One guy told me it raises the
ature of the alt by 15 degrees..16
wtiat? Hasn't he ever heard of a durned
air-conditioner once in his life? And all
these people talking about preserving
the past and keeping up the "quality of
life" in a community, What good is all
that. Stuff if you got nowhere to park/
Ask them that if they're so smart.
mere staircase or bookshelf is most • Truly,






On taking a drive this evening I
determined that I would pass by the old
Swann home which all the furor is about
these days because it is most likely soon
to be demolished.
This old place clearly ought to be
removed. I don't know exactly who
should accomplish the task, whether it
should be the Sheriff's office or the local
firemen or the firm which has recently
purchased the grounds ,on which it
stands — the thing should be
demolished by someone, and that is for
sure. It is a blight on the community.
The columns; for instance, are old. I've
calculated that the entire front porch is
just as old as the columns, and that the
Interior of the home is old too. No doubt,
if you took care to analyze the place in
some detail, which I did not this
evening on my drive, you would find
that the whole place is old.
It has solid walls_ and ceilings, is
made of solid brick, and I would sur-
mise that you would have a difficult
time iinding one single item in it made
of the ticky-tacky which we have all
clearly come to prefer in ow modern
time. The laughable craftsmanship
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NORTH CALLOWAY Elementary School had an unusual visito
was Quackers the Duck and was brought to Ms. Marlene Bea
Jones. The science class was studying a unit on birds.
Calloway County High
School Honor Roll for the first
nine weeks of the first






Cavitt, Carol Cooper+, Steve









Lassiter, Tammy Lax, Renee
McDougal, Sheila McKenzie,
Teresa McKinney,
Lisa Mathis, Nancy Mur-








for the elderly in the
Jackson Purchase. It
is designed to help
older persons remain
in their own homes as
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call Bonnie Ashby at
753-5362.





bey+, Patty Robinson, wa
Sledd, Renee Overby- Pam
Sills, Janet Johnsos Kim
Starks+,
Teresa Steen, Tery Tucker,
Conda StubblefietL Carol
Watkins, Billy Vincent,






Craig Chardler, Susan Byars,
Pattie Carson, Cindy Bran-
don, Timone Crouse, Regina
Ciumingriam, Mike Dillon,
Mar/ Elkins, Gary
Emerson, Larry Enoch, Tim
Feltner, Dale Finney+, Rose
Hendon+, Lesley Herndon,
Jack Gray, Roger Garland,




Jones, Thomas Jones, Joy






Dale Sheridan, Richie Steen,
Galen Wortham, Jennifer
Williams, Kim Willie, Karon
Walker, Sharon Walker, Mary
MISS YOUR PAM-
Sobscrilhors 'is bore est
received *Mr beeto-ileliventil
copy et The Wpm Lo4per
Twos by 5:30 p.m. Miaailay-
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. se Soler-
days ars soma teed 753-1916
IMAmmmi 5:30 p.m. mid
mod 4 p.m. Solowdeys, to Moro
Myer/ a um aMlfraffrer.
meat be pieced by 6 p.m.




607 So. 616 St. tilaylield
247-6443
1113 Sycamore St. Murray
753-7101
rcently. Its name
• class by Rebecca




Atkins, Lori Adams, Ricky
Barrow, Monica Brown,
Karen Byerly, Kathy Bynum,
Regina Bynum, Cindy Carson,
Scott Coleman, Roger Colson,
Keith Ford-e:._
Celisa Curd, Marcia Cun-
ningham, Dee Dee Darnell,
Joyce Deering, Danny
Garland, David Garland,
Brad Sparks, Laura Garland,
Lisa Garland, Gina Gargus,
Candy Maddox+,
Terry McDougal, Tone





Hutson, Karen Tucker, Louis
Zimmerman Jr., Kim
Weatherford, Marty Wyatt,
Jena Hoke, Mike Jackson,











Terrill Hester, Trisha Char
Janice Chaney, Tad DOW/
Kri.sty Clark, John Cat,
Tonya Darnell, Kathy Do',
Debbie Farris, Pace
Fleming, Mark Jacksorir
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format of instruction, will
deliver two lectures at Murray
A large selection of quality
children's books will be
available for teachers..
parents, and students to see at




Sponsored by the Murray
State University on Monday,
Nov. 13.
POstkithwait, a professor of
biology at Purdue University,
will speak on The Principles
of Course Design"-at 3.30 p.m.
State student branch of the
Association for Childhood
Education, the fair wUl be in
Room 320 of the Special
Education Building. Hours are
iioqp to 7 p.m. Wednesday,
no& to 5 p.m. Thursday and






m Room 228 of the Blackburn






Cozy and comfortable flan-
nel , blouson with long-
sl3eves and ';'2 placket. 3
patterns of plaids: 2 colors
Per pattern. Sizes S,M,L.
A great match for jeans!
Long-sleeve plaid flannel
shirt with full placket 'and
2 big,patch pockets. Three
patterns of plaids:.2 colors







Quality suede leather up-
pers with comfortable quilt ,
stitching. Cushioned arch
and heel seat. Bold good





Alternatives" at 7:30 p.m. in
the Mason Hall (Nursing
Building) auditorium.
Both presentations are open
to the public. His visit to the
campus is jointly sponsored
by the College of Environ-
mental Sciences and the
Center fog the Enhancement
of Teaching Effectiveness as a
service to area classroom
teachers and other interested
persons.
Not only has Postlethwait
developed the audio-tutorial
format that has been widely
adopted by educators around




His work has won huh
several awards for out-
standing classroom per-
formance, including the
Fasimots Kodak Gold Medal
Award and Standard Oil Be'
Teacher Award. He has also
received Best Teacher
Awards sponsored by the
Student Government at
Purdue and by Sigma Delta
Chi at Purdue. He is the
Indiana Academy of
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46 Years At MSU
Sy Ale& end 1.1. Morrie
Mrs. T. (Fay Wall) Sledd,
devoted wife and mother,
capable secretary and office
aKsistant, and .a member of a
pTominent family in Calloway
County, served Murray State
faithfully and expertly for
almost half a century - 46
years, from May, 1927, to June
30, 1973. A portion of this was
part-time service.
Her death Sunday, November
5, caused her friends of
yesteryear to reflect upon how
very much she contributed to
the University in quiet, cheer-
ful and loyal service through
the years. --
Born August 27, 1902 'in
Calloway County, -Fay was the -
daughter of Dr. John T. and
Lula Belle Wilson - WA. She
was graduated' 'from Murray
High School, and fora______time she
airdlwr SRer MMe1ugin
operated a dress shop' •
Murray.
Her first erriployment on the
Murray State campus was as
secretary to Dr. J. W. Carr,
beginning in May, 1927. Dr.
Carr's reliance upon the work
of his secretary was known to
everyone, and Fay became one
of the secretarial mainstays on
the staff. She was later
secretary to Dr. W. R. Bourne,
.quickly learned to "check their
factual stories" with Mrs.
Sledd. She knew the history of
the administration of, Murray
StaCe from its "Teacher
College" stage to itS University
status.
On November 29, 1929, Fay
Wall and T. Sledd W. T. Sledd
Jr.) were married. Their son,
Dr. William T. Sledd III, is
professor of mathematics at
Michigan State University. Dr.
,and Mrs. Sledd .(the former
Margery Clark) have two
children, Luanne, 18, and Jane,
13. Dr. Sledd has the M.A. and
, Ph. D. from the University of
Kentucky and the -B. S. from
Murray State. Their home is at
-1608 Linden Street, East Lan-
sing, Mich.
Fay and her husband "T"
were a true team - at home, oq
:"T" was-e star in lootMTI aWd-
baseball for Murray State,
plaYing on the first teams the
• oritiAF School" ever had.
Fro 1952 to 1969; he was
bookstor Manager for the
university. sports, "T" is
"Mr. Booster at Murray
State.
Fay and "T"
families have always ben
loyal to the college and to their
town, whatever the occasion.
head of the Education Depart,— Mrs. Sledd was a member of
merit and governor of Rotary. . the First United Methodist
_ The college Business Of where she was active in
was her next assignment, and 'Ate Mattie Belle Hayes Circle.
here she served as "the right She was also a member .of the
hand" of Business Managers R. Business and Professional
E. Broach and Preston W. Or- Women's Club.
dway. At the time of her Dean Briggs once-wrote: "Do
retirement on June 30, 1973, she your work. Put your heart into
was assistant director of per- it and thirsky.will be clear." He
sonnel at Murray State Univer- must have been thinking of
sity. people like Fay - Mrs. William
Those who were president •T. Sledd. She put her heart into
while Fay was a member of the--- her work and made the sky
staff-were Dr. Carr, De. Wens, clearer for Murray State and
Dr. Richmond, Dr. Woods and her people.
Dr. Sparks. The period in-
cluded the Great Depression,
World War H, Naval Flight
Preparatory - School,
enrollment decline, post-war
boom, and massive building
programs. Paper work was
massive and unending, but she




and faculty members relied on
her to help solve the problems
of budgets, receipts, cx-
Onditures, salaries, main-
tenance and equipment.
Writers for the College- News
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Inside Report By Iii,'. land Ir.y4.in. and Robert 43 03 ilk
Hostility Toward
Blumenthal
WASHINGTON — The rancid
hostility of the White House staff
toward .Treagury Secretary W. Miohael
Blumenthal .was signalled anew a few
days before President Carter delivered
hea antainflatiorrspaech.
Blumenthal and other cabinet
members were summoned to the White
House to read and discuss the final
draft of the speech. Before the meeting
was over, Blumenthal had to leave to
catch a plane. He popped his copy stthe _
Cs rter wadi into his briefcase and left
the White House. ,
When the meeting ended, the
president carefully collected all copies
of his speech — except, of course,
Blumenthal's, which was in his air-
borne briefcase.
Presidential aides hugged them-
selves, scarcely able to contain their
glee. Blumenthal had the only un-
secured copy of the speech, but he
didn't know it. Therefore, if he leaked
its contents (a charge repeatedly made
against him by White House staffers),
Blumental's fingerprints would be
unmistakable. That might be the lever
to pry him out of office.
In fact, there was no leak. But the
bizarre incident reflects the attitude of
senior presidential aides toward the
secretary of the treasury, exacerbated
by corrosive squabbling during the
drafting of the anti-inflation program.
There is no sign that Blumenthal
intends to resign or that the president
wants him to resign : Nevertheless,
White House aides do not disguise their
belief that Blumenthal's abrasive style
has curtailed his usefulness and that a
new man at the treasury would be
beneficial for all concerned.
To underscore that view, they now
make a point of dealing with assistant
and under secretaries at the treasury, a
calculated insult to Blumenthal.
SEIGNIOUS SWITCH
Within two months of accepting
Heartllne is a service -for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast If
you have a question or •a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartllne, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will,
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: _I am a, veteran. of
World War II. I am presently receiving
a disability benefit from the Veterans
Administration. My wife recently had a
stroke, and now needs constant nursing'
care. Is there any way the Veterans
Administration will assist me. in this
expense? — D.M._
There thepossibility—YDcould
be eligible for an additional allowance
for your wife if her condition calls for it.
To be eligible, you must have a service-
connected disability rating of at least 50
percent. Veterans drawing any other
benefit from the VA other than service
connected disability would not be
eligible for this aid for a disabled wife.
HEARTLINE: I am really having a
problem with my prescription drugs.
The pharmacist puts thdse child-proof
caps on pills, not realizing that they can
be "people-proof" as well. Because of
arthritis in my hands and fingers, I find
It difficult, and at times impossible to
get the cap off. I even had to smash one
bottle with a hammer: Is there any way
I can get the old-fashioned caps on my,
The Poison Prevention Packaging
Act of 1970 has made this type. of cap to
be the kind currently required by law.
It ha been responsible for preventing
many children from consuming
medicines that are harmful to them.
However, you should request that your
pharmacist use the other type of lid.
You may be required to sign a release
form so that this may be done.
HEARTI1NE: I have heard the term
-unearned income" used. How does
this type of income affect my Social
Security benefits?
Unearned income has no effect at all
on your Social Security benefits. It does
not matter how niuch you have, and it
will in no way lower your benefits. You
do not have to pay Social Security taxes
on this amount, but in many cases
(depending on the amount) you do have
to pay federal income taxes on it. Some
examples of unearned income are:
interest from a savings account, stock
dividends, rental income, lottery or
prize winnings and the money You
receive from any pension or matured
insurance policies.
HEARTLINE7 I am 05 and T became
married for the first time last month. A'
week after the marriage, I applied for
wife's benefits and was told that there
was a nine-month waiting period. A
friend told me that, this waiting period
was found unconstitutional by the
Supreme Court. What are the real
facts? — F.L.
 4 .-40$4
According to the Social Security
Administration, the duration of
marriage requirement is one year for
retirement or disability and nine
months for survivor cases. If the death
is accidental, there is no waiting period.
The nine-month requirement was
upheld by the Supreme Court, on June
26, 1975, in the case of Weinberger vs.
Self i
HEARTLINE: I am 65 years old and
still working- full-time. r think the
company I work for is going to be
revamping some of the jobs and my job
will probably be done away with. If this
happens, and I'm laid off, I will draw
unemployrneht. If I go ahead and retire
at this time, probably the middle of
next year, can-TWav-FiiiiemplOyment
and Social Security benefits, or will one
cancel out the otherl
Yes, you can draw both unem-
ployment compensation and Social
Security. 'However, starting Oct. 1,
1979, your unemployment will be
reduced dollar for dollar tv the Social
Security benefit, or any private or
public pension. There is a hint,
however, that Congress may rule that
Social Security is not included in this
provision.
HEARTLINE: Should I keep my
Medicare card inn safe place, such as a
safety deposit box?
No. You should carry your card with
you. You should always have it with you
in your billfold or purse. —
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional Switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATVLEVEL
, --State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing I-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, -Ky. 404141. Home
addresses of state legislators




Rep. Kenneth r. Imes
201 S. 3rd Street
Murray, Ky.. 42071
membership in the coalition for Peace
Through Strength, retired Army U.
Gen. George Seignfous Jr. resigned
with a blast that the Coalition's leaders
have endorsed "diatedesi and unLn
statements" about the pending
Strategic arms limitation agreement
(SALT).
Three days after his angry Oct. 17
letter to John M. Fisher, president of
the anti-SALT American Security
_Council_ And —prime mover in Abe
Coalition for Peace, Seignious was
named to head the Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency (ACDA ),
replacing Paul Wamke. That raises
this suspicion: Seignious' resignation
from the coalition for Peace was a
condition of his appointment to head
ACDA.
The Coalition combines a dozen or
more national organizations all of
which oppose the SALT II agreement
now being hammered into final form by
the U.S. and the Soviet Union.
Seignious, who will soon resign as
president of The Citadel, famed
military college in Charleston, S.C.,
had only joined the Coalition two
months agoand agreed to serve on its
national strategy committee.
In his letter of resignation to Fisher,
Seignious attacked the Coalition's anti-
SALT campaign as "distorted and
untrue," filled with "excesses" and
unacceptable to him.
A footnote: The substitution of
Seignious for Warnke, long regarded as
the SALT villain by defense-oriented
congressmen and military specialists,
Looking Back
10 YearsAgo
The Murray Division of the Tappan
Company announced that on Nov. 4 the
2,000,000th unit built in the local plant
was produced. The plant now, employs
almost 1,000 persons, officials said.
Deaths reported include Curtis Hubbs
ahd Mrs. Ruby Caldwell Miller.
The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration has sent a letter of
thanks to the Sager Glove Company,
Murray, for the safety suits designed by
20 Years Ago
The Murray Chapter of Civitan
International was chartered Nov. 6 at
the Kentucky Colonel. Officers are
Aubrey P. Willoughby, Woodrow Rick-
man, Oury King, Ivan Johnson, T. A.
Thacker, Richard Denton, James
Coleman, Thomas Jones, and James
Byrn.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Nola
iVhitnell, 76.
E. B. Howton of Murray was, elected
first vice-president of the Kentegity
Jersey Cittle Club at the meeting held
at Mammoth Cave. A. Carman of
30 Years Ago
__The__ 1.949 Junior Red Cross
_Enrollmant,Campaign began -today in
the Calloway County Schools, ac-
cording to Marilyn Mason, Junior Red
Cross chairman. She said a goal of 100
per cent enrollment has been set for the
one week period, Nov. 8-12.
Deaths reported include Glenn Dale
Wilson, 10, Mrs. Mary Williams, 68, and
J. H. (Horace) Parks, 78.
L. K. Pinkie* of Hazel was elected
president of the Purchase Log Rollers
Association which was organized at
Mayfield by the Woodmen of the World
Camps in the Purchase area.
The West Kentucky Chiropractors
might marginally help Preside
Carter "sell" SALT to the Senate,
year, ifs final agreement is produc
But it fell far short of its broad
purpose: -disarrning—headline -
LABOR COUNTERATTACK
Although final touches are still
applied, the AFL-CIO's pole
executive council on Oct. 31
criticize President Carter's an
inflation program, Including„ tla no
tax-rebate niurance for workers
case inflation tops 7 percent next
One argument to be used against
tax-rebate insurance is that it wo
operate as a catch-up against
inflation, whereas what union
workers want are wage incrialeg
anticipate higher future level.'
Mellon. The insurance against inflati
rates over 7 percent — which is
limit on wage increaseitr would
paid at the end of the year.
George Meany, AFL-CIO president
and his top aides are also troubled the
Congress might never approve such
scheme — and by what one labor in
sider called its "exorbitant" cost
inflation moves into really high lev
of 10 to 15 percent. The anti-
plan is designed to hold wage in
to the 7 percent level, by volunt
restraint.
In place of Mr. Carter's new volun-
tary plan, AFL-C10 economists wit
mandatory wage-price controls, piss a
complete incomes policy covering





the local firm which were worn by the
men in 'the Apollo Space flight last
week.
The contract for the construction of
facilities of the Henry-Calloway
Country Club near Puryear, Tenn., has
been awarded to a firm. frain Dyer-
sburg, Term.
Boots Randolph will appear in con-
cert at Murray state University on Dec
15.
Murray resigned as secretary-
treasurer after serving for 1I.years.
• Frances Bradley, teacher of the
School of New Hope, spoke at the
meeting of the Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Miss Julia Beach, .daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ohs Beach, was married to
Jiirimy Dale Bell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ben Bell on Oct. 25 at the home of the
bride's parents.
- Births reported include a ,g1r1,_Jert-
"nifer Beth, to Mr. and Mrs. Bethel
Richardson on Oct. 31.
Letter To The Editor
met yesterday arthe Murray Woman s
Club House with Dr. Walter F. Baker,
president, presiding.
Mrs. Susan Hurt was honored on her
88th birthday at a party held at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Collie.
Bible Thought
All things whatsoever ye would that
men should do to you, do ye even so to
them. — Matthew 7:12.
What a pleasant world this would be if
everybody lived by the Golden Rule
Instead of by the rule of gold.
_
More On Swann Home
Dear Editor:
On taking a drive this evening I
determined that I would pass by the old
Swann home which all the furor is about
these days because it is most likely soon
to be demolished.
This old place clearly _ought to be
removed. I don't know exactly who
should accomplish the task, whether it
should be the Sheriff's office or the local
firemen or the firm which has recently
Purchased the grounds ' on which it
stands, — the thing should lie
demolished by someone, and that is for
sure. It is a blight on the community.
The columns; for instance, are old. I've
calculated that the entire front porch is
just as old as the columns, ind,that the
interior of the home is old too. No doebt,
if you took care to analyze the place lb
some detail, which I did .not this
evening on my drive, you would find
that the whole place is old.
It has solid walls and ceilings, is
made of solid brick, and I would sur-
mise that you would have a difficult
time finding one single item in it made
of the ticky-tacky which we have all
clearly come to prefer in our modern
time. The laughable craftsmanship
which has gone into items such as a
mere staircase or bookshelf is most
certainly loathsome and disgusting to
any person of our currentxeat and
progressive age. Demolish the place
and use it for firewood, is what I say.
Also, a word about the location. I
know as a private citizen I have very
little say in what to do about someone's
private property, but I should most
certainly like to go on record as
preferring that the house be replaced
by some form of parking lot — nothing
extravagant, just a large basic asphalt
slab, something someone could park on
if need be. In the past week I have
heard a responsible citizen of this city
declare that 2,b00,000 square yards of
asphalt was quite enough for one
community. Well, I would ,most cer-
' thinly classify that person as a lout and
he better get his head on straight but
quick! If a town is going to keep
growing as Murray is growing, we may
have to asphalt the whole thing.
Arid-what's wrong with asphal
anywayrOokguy told me it raises th
temperature offlanic-bY 15 degrees'
what? Hasn't he ever-heerd of a durn
air-conditioner once in hiiate? And al
these .people talking about prftervin
the past and keeping up the "qualitV'
life" in a community.. What good is a
that stuff if you got nowhere to park
Askabem that if they're so smart
Truly,
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NORTH CALLOWAY Elementary School had an unusual visitor recently. Its name
was Quackers the Duck and was brought to Ms. Marlene Beach's class by Rebecca
Jones. The science class was studying a unit on birds. Photo by Melissa Moore
Calloway County High
School Honor Roll for the first
nine weeks of the first
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Lassiter, Tammy Lax, Renee
McDougal, Sheila McKenzie,
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Lisa Mathis, Nancy Mur-








for the elderly in the
Jackson Purchase. It
is designed to help
older persons .remain
in their own homes as





1. Are age 60 or
- elder, AND
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call Bonnie Ashby at
753-5362.
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format of instruction, will
deliver two lectures at Murray
State University on Monday,
Nov. 13.
Poatlethwait, a professor of
biology at Purdue University,
will speak on "The Principle@
of Course Design" at 3:30 p.m.
Book Fair Set Through Saturday
A large selection of quality State student branch of the
children's books will be Association for Childhood
- available_ flu_  teachers. Education, the fair will be
parents, and students to see at Room ne of the Specbd
the annual Book Fair at Education Building. Hoarser,
Murray State University noon to 7 p.m. Wednesday,
Wednesday through Saturday, noon to 5 p.m. Thursday a
ixi
Nov. 8-11. Friday, and 8:30 to 11 a.m.'




Atkins, Lori Adams, Ricky
Barrow, Monica Brown,
Karen Byerly, Kathy Bynum,
Regina Bynum, Cindy Carson,
Scott Coleman, Roger Colson,
Keith Ford+,
Celisa Curd, Marcia Cun-
ningham, Dee Dee Darnell,
Joyce Deering, Danny
Garland, David Garland,
Brad Sparks, Laura Garland,
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A great match for Jeans!
Long-sleeve plaid flannel
shirt -wfth- fun- pfack-et-
2 big patch pockets. Three
patterns of plaids. 2 colors





Quality suede leather up-
pers with comfortable quilt
stitching Cushioned arch
and heel seat. Bold good




Cozy and comfortable flan-
nel .blouson with long-
sl3eves and 1/2 placket. 3.










Alternatives" at 7:30 p.m. in
the Mason Hall (Nursing
Building) auditorium.
Both presentations are open
to the public. His visit to the
campus is jointly sponsored
by the College of Environ-
mental Sciences and the
Canter for the Enhancement
at Teaching Effectiveness as a
service to area classroom
ehers and other interested
person& •
Not only has Postlethwait
developed the audio-tutorial
formal that has been widely
adopted by educators around






and books about other
educational innovations.
His work has won him
aseveral awards for out-
standing elassroom per-
formance, including the
Eastman Kodak Gold Medal
Award and Standard Oil Best
Teacher Award. He has also
received Best Teacher
Awards sponsored by the
Student Government at
Purdue and by Sigma Delta
Chi at Purdue. He is the
-Indiana Academy of
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46 Years At MSU
By Mollie and Li. Nortin
Mrs. T. -Way Wall) Sledd,
_devoted wife and mother,
capable secretary and, office
assistant, and a member of a
- pi untinent family in Calloway
County, served Murray State
faithfully and expertly for
almost half a century - 46
years, from May, 1927, to June
30, 1973. A portion of this was
part-time  service.
Her death Sunday, November
5, caused her •friends of
yesteryear to reflect upon how
very must) she contributed to
the University in quiet, cheer-
ful and loyal service through
the years,
Born August_ 27, - 1902 in -
Calloway _County, Fay was the •
daughter of Dr. John T. and
Lula Belle Wilson Wall. She
was graduated from Murray
High School,. and for-a-time, she-
and her sister Mrs,. R. Melugin-
operated a dress shop in
Murray.
Her first employment on the
Murray State campus was as
secretary to Dr. J. W. Carr,
beginning in May, 1927. Dr.
Carr's reliance upon the work
of his secretary was known to
everyone, and Fay became one
of the secretarial mainstays on
the staff. She was later
secretary to Dr. W. R. Bourne,
_ head_of the Education Depart-
ment and governor of Rotar3 .
The college Business Office- -
was her next assignment, and
here she served as "the right
hand" of Business Managers R.
E. Broach and Preston W. Or-
dway. At the time of her
retirement on June 30, 1973, she
was assistant director of per-
sonnel at Murray State Univer-
sity.
Those who were president
while Fay was a member of the
staff were Dr. Carr, Dr. Wells,
Dr. Richmond, Dr. Woods and.
Dr. Sparks. The period in-
cluded the Great Depression,
World War II, Naval Flight
Preparatory School,
enrollment decline, post-war
• boom, and massive building
programs. Paper work was
massive and unending, but she




and faculty members relied on
her to help solve the problems
of budgets, receipts, ex-
penditures, salaries, main-
tenance and equipinent.
Writers for the College News
quickly learned to "check their
factual stories" with Mrs.
Sledd. She knew the history of
the administration of Murray
State from its "Teacher
College" stage to its University
status.
On November 29, 1929, Fay
Wall and T. Sledd (W. T. Sledd
Jr.) were married. Their son,
Dr. William T. Sledd III, is
professor of mathematics at
Michigan State University. Dr.
and Mrs. Sledd (the former
Margery Clark) have two
children, Luanne, 18, and Jane,
13. Dr. Sledd has the M.A. and
Ph. D. from the University of
Kentucky_and the B. S. from
Murray State. Their home is at
1608 Linden Street, East Ian=
sing, Mich.
Fay and her husband "T"
were a true team- at home, on
4he campus,and in the.  city_
"I- was a star-in-football and
ttaceball for Murray State,
playing on the first teams the
"Normal School" ever had.
From 1952 to 1969, he was
bookstore manager for the
university. In sports, "T" is
"Mr. Booster" at Murray
State.
Fay and "T" and their
families have always been
loyal to the college and to their
town, whatever the occasion.
Mrs. Sledd was a member of
the First United Methodist
 Church where she wasactive-in-
tbe Mattie Belle Hayes Circle.
She was also a member of the
_Business- and 'Professional
--Women's club.
Dean'Briggs once wrote: -Do
your work. Put your heart into
it and the sky will be clear." He
must have been thinking of
people like•Fay - Mrs. William
T. Sledd. She put her heart into
her work and made the sky
clearer for Murray State and
her people.
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WASHINGTON — The rancid
hostility of the White Home staff
toward Treasury Secretary W. Michael
Blumenthal was signalled anew a few
days before Preaidant Carter delivered
his anti-inflation speech. 
Blumenthal and other cabinet
members were summoned to the White
House to read and discuss the final
draft of the speech. Before the meeting
was over, Blumenthal hid to leave to
catch a plane. He popped his copy of the
Carter speech into his briefcase and left
the White House.
When the meeting ended, the
president carefully collected all copies
of his speech — except, of course,
Blumenthal's, which was in his air-
borne briefcase.
Presidential aides hugged them-
selves, scarcely able to contain their
glee. Blumenthal had the only un-
secured copy of the speech, but he
didn't know it. Therefore, if he leaked
its contents (a charge repeatedly made
against him by White House staffers),
Blumental's fingerprints would be
unmistakable. That might be the lever
to pry him out of pffice.
In fact, there was no leak. But the
bizarre incident reflects the attitude of
senior presidential aides toward the
secretary of the treasury, exacerbated
by corrosive squabbling during the
drafting of the anti-inflation program.
There is no sign that Blumenthal
intends to resign or that the president
wants him to resign. Nevertheless,
White House aides do not disguise their
belief that Blumenthal's abrasive style
has curtailed his usefulness and that a
new man at the treasury would be
beneficial for all concerned.
To underscore that view, they now
make a point of dealing with assistant
and under secretaries at the treasury, a
calculated insult to Blumenthal.
SEIGNIOUS SWITCH
Within two months of accepting
111EARTEiN
• Heartline Ls a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions sad solve problems — fast. LE
you have  a question .or a problem not
anstrired in these Columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am a veteran of
World War II. I -UM preseinly receiving
a disability benefit from the Veterans
Administration. My wife recently had a
stroke, and now needs constant nursing
care. Is there any way the Veterans
Administration will assist me in this
efpense? — D.M.
There is-the poss•ibility thatyou could
be eligible for an additional allowance
for your wife if her condition calls for it.
To be eligible, you must have a service-
connected disability rating of at least 50
percent. Veterans drawing any other
benefit from the VA other than service
connected disability would not be
eligible for this aid for a disabled wife.
HEARTLINE: I am really having a
problem with my prescription drugs.
The pharmacist puts those child-proof
caps on pills, not realizing that they can
be "people-proof" as well. Because of
arthritis in my hands ahefingeri, I find
it difficult, and at times impossible to
get the cap off. I even had to smash one
bottle with a hammer. Is there any way
I can get the„old-fashioned cap-1'6M-
- One -
The Poison Prevention Packaging
Act of 1970 has made this type of cap to
be the kind curiently required by law.
It has been responsible for preventing -
many children from consuming
medicines that are harmful to them.
However, you should request that your
pharmacist use the other type of lid.
You may be required to sign a release
form so that this may be done.
HEARTLINE: I have heard the term
"unearned income" used. How does
this type of income affect my Social
Security benefits?
Unearned income has no effect at all
on your Social Security benefits. It does
not matter how much you have, and it
will in no way lower your benefits. You
do not have to pay Social Security taxes
on this amount, but in many cases
(depending on the amount) you do.have
to pay federal income taxes on it. Some
examples of unearned income are:
interest from a savings account, stock
dividends, rental income, lottery or
prize winnings and the money you
receive from any pension or matured
insuranne policies.
HEARTIJNE! I am 85 and I became
married for the first time last month. A
week after the marriage, I applied for
wife's benefits and was told that there
was a nine-month waiting period. A
friend told me that this waiting period
was found unconstitutional by the
Supreme Court. What are the real
'. facts? - -F.L. •
. - •
. •
According to the Social Security
Administration, the duration of
marriage requirement is one year for
retirement or disability and nine
months for survivor cases. If the death
is accidental, there is no waiting period.
The nine-month requirement was
upheld by the Supreme Court on June
26, 1975, in the case of Weinberger vs.
Salfi.
HEARTLINE: I am 65 years old and
still working full-time. I think the
" company I work for is going to be
revamping some of the jobs and-my job
will probably be done away with. If this
happens, and I'm laid off, I will draw
unemployment III go ahead and retire
at this time, probably the middle of
next jeer, can I draw unemployment
and Social Security-benefits, or will one
cancel out the ether?
Yes, you can draw poth unem-
ployment compensation and Social
Security. However, starting Oct. 1,
1979, your unemployment will be
reduced dollar for dollar by the Social
Security benefitc—or-- iny private or
public pension. There is a hint,
however, that Congress may rule that
Social Security is not included in this
provision. •
HgARTLINE: Should I keep my
Medicare card in a safe place, such as a
safety deposit box?
No. You should carry your card with
you:You should always have it with you
Iniourbillfold or purse. _
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger ' & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected '
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington&
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office. 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State ' legislators may be reached
in frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564,2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort,. -Ky. _ 40.. Home
addresses -of state legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richard Welsenberger
Raute 7 . -
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 S. 3rd Street
Murray , Ky. 42071
membership in the coalition for Peace
Through Strength, retired Army U.
Gen. George Seignious Jr. resigned
with a blast that the Coalition's leaders
have endorsed "distorted and untrue
- —sta&sasonto" about the pending
strategic arms limitation agreement
(SALT).
Three days after his angry Oct. 17
letter to John M. Fiahar, president of
the anti-SALT American Security
Council and prime mover hi the _
Coillition:Tor Peace, Seignious was
named to heed the Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency (ACDA),
replacing Paul Warnke. That raises -
this suspicion: Seignious' resignation
from the Coalition fot Peace was a
condition of his appointment to head
ACDA.
The Coalition combines a dozen or
more national organizations all of
which oppose the SALT II agreement
now being hammered into final form by
the U.S. and the Soviet Union.
Seignious, who will soon resign as
president of The Citadel, famed
military college in Charleston, S.C.,
had only joined the Coalition two
months ago and agreed to serve on its
national strategy committee.
In his letter of resignation to Fisher,
Seignious attacked the Coalition's anti-
SALT campaign as "distorted and
untrue," filled with "excesses" and
unacceptable to him.
A footnote: The substitution of
Seignious for Warnke, long regarded as
the SALT villain by defense-oriented




The Murray Division of the Tappan
Company announced that on Nov. 4 the
2,000,000th unit built in the local plant
was produced. The plant now employs
almost 1,000 persons; officials said.
Deaths reported include Curtis Hubbs
and Mrs': Ruby Caldwell Miller.
The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration has sent a letter of
thanks to the Sager Glove Company,
Murray, for the safety suits designed by
20 Years Ago
The Murray Chapter of Civitan
International-was chartered Nov. 6 at
the Kentuckii Colonel. Officers are
Aubrey P. Willoughby, Woodrow Rick-
man, Oury King, Ivan Johnson, T. A.
Thacker, Richard Denton, James
Coleman, Thomas Jones, and James
Byrn.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Nola
Whitnell, 76.
E. B. Howton of Murray was elected
first vice-president of The Kentucky
Jersey Cattle Club at the meeting held
at Mammoth Cave. A. Carman of
30 Years Ago
The 1949 Junior Red Cross
-Enrollment Campaign- began today tn—
the Calloway Coi.inty Sthäóls, ac
cording to Marilyn Mason, Junior Red
Cross chairman. She said a goal of 100
per cent enrollment has been set for the
one week period, Nev. 8-12,
Deaths reported include Glenn Dale
Wilson, 10, Mrs. Mary Williams, 68, and
J. H. (Horace Parks, 78.
L K. Pinkley of Hazel was elected
president of the Purchase Log Rollers
Association which was organized at
Mayfield by the Woodmen of the World
Camps in the Purchase area.
The West Kentucky Chiropractors
Letter To The Editor
might marginally help President
Carter "sell" SALT to the Senate next
year, if a final agreement is produced
But it fell far short of its broader
_purpose: disarming headline critic&
LABOR COUNTERAITACIL
Although final touches are still being
applied, the AFL-CIO's potent
executive council on Oct. 31 will
criticize President Carter's anti-
inflation program, including its novel
tam-rebate "insurancs7 for workers in
case inflation tops 7 percent next 'Year.
One argument to be used against the
tax-rebate insurance is that it would
operate as a catch-up against rising
inflation, whereas what unionized
workers want are wage increases that
anticipate higher future levels of -in-
flation. The insurance against inflation
rates over 7 percent — which is the
limit on wage increases — would be
paid at the end of the year.
George Meany, AFL-C10 president,
and his top aides are also troubled that
Congress might never approve such a
scheme — and by what one labor in-
sider called its "exorbitant" cost if
inflation moves, into really high levels
of 10 to 15 percent. The anti-inflation
plan is designed to hold wage increases
to the 7 percent level, by voluntary
restraint.
In place of Mr. Carter's new volun-
tary plan, AFL-CIO economists want
mandatory wage-price 'controls, plus a
complete 'incomes policy covering
interest rates; profits, dividends and
rents.
the local firm which were worn by the
men in the Apollo Space flight last
week.
The contract for the construction of
facilities of the Henry-Calloway
Country Club near Puryear, Tenn., has
been awarded to a firm from Dyer-
sburg, Tenn.
Boots Randolph will appear in con-
cert at Murray State University on Dec.
15.
Murray resigned as secretary-
treasurer after serving for 11 years.
Frances Bradley, teacher of the
School of New Hope, spoke. at the
meeting of the Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Miss Julia Beach, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Dills Beach, was married to
Jimmy Dale Bell, son of Mr. and Mrs
Ben Bell on Oct. 25 at the home of the
bride's parents.
Births reported include a girl, Jen-
nifer Beth, to Mr. and Mrs. Bethel
Richardson on Oct. 31.
met yesterday at'the Murray Woman's
Club House with Dr.
president, presiding.
-Mrs. Susan Hurt was honored on her
Nth birthday at a party held at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Collie.
Bible Thought
All things whatsoever ye would that
men should do to you, do ye even so to
them. — Matthew 7a2.
What a pleasant world this would be if
everybody lived by the Golden Rule






Afore On Swann Home
Dear Editor:
On taking a -drive this evening I
determined that I would pass by the old
Swann home which all the furor is about
these days because it is most likely soon
to be demolished.
This old place clearly ought to be
removed. I don't know exactly who
should accomplish the task, whether it
should be the Sheriff's office or the local
firemen or the firm which has recently
purchased the grounds on which it
stands — the thing should be
demolished by someone, and that is for
sure. It is a blight on the community.
The columns; for instance, are old. I've
cakulated that the entire front porch is
just as old as the columns, and that the
interior of the home is old too. No doubt,.
if you took care to analyze the place in
soifie detail, which I did not this
evening on my drive, you would find
that the whole place is old.
It has solid walls and ceilings, is
made of solid brick, and I would sur-
mise that you would, have a difficult
time finding one single item in it made
of the ticky-tacky which we have all
clearly come to prefer in our modern
time. Tlig laughable craftsmanship
which has gone into items such as it
mere staircase or bodkshelf is most
certainly loathsome and disgusting to
any person of our current great and
progressive age. Demolish the place
and use it for firewood, is what I say-
Also, a word about the location. I
know as a private citizen I have very
little say in what to do about someone's
private property, but I should mast
certainly like to go on record as
preferring that the house be replaced
by some form of parking lot — nothing
extravagant, just a large basic asphalt
slab, something someone could park on
If need be. In the past stook I have
heard a responsible citizen of this. c4y
declare that 2,000,000 square yards of
asphalt was qylte enough for one
community. Well, I would most cer-
tainly classify that person as a lout and
he better get his head on straight but
quick! If a town is going to keep
growing as Murray is growing, we may
have to asphalt the whole thing.
And what's wrong with asphalt
anyway' One guy told me it raises the
temperature of the air by 15 degrees. So
what" Hasn't he ever heard of a durned
air-conditioner once in his life? And all
these people talking about preserving
the past and keeping up the 'quality of
life" in a community. What good is all
that stuff if you got nowhere to park?
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' NORTH CALLOWAY Hementary School had an unusual visitor recently. Its name
was Quackers the Duck and was brought to Ms. Marlene Beach's class by Rebecca
Panes. The science class was studying a unit on birds_ Photo by Melissa Moore
Calloway High Honor Roll For
Nine Week Period Is Announced
Calloway County High
School Honor Roll for the first
nine weeks of the first






Cavitt, Carol Cooper+, Steve




Jimmy Hale, Ricky Hale,




Lassiter, Tammy Lax, Renee
McDougal, Sheila McKenzie,
Teresa McKinney,
Lisa Mathis, Nancy Mur-








for the elderly in the
Jackson Purchase. It
is designed to help
older persons remain,
in their own homes as





1. Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need services to





3. Can not get the
services from any
otber-seuree, ,
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Project Independence
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Morrison, Jan Potts, Shell:




bey+, Patty Robinson, .)awn
Sledd, Renee Overby Pam
Sills, Janet Johnson Kim
Starks+,
Teresa Steen, Tery Tucker,
Conda Stubblefield, Carol
Watkins, Billy Vincent,






Craig Chandler, Susan Byars,
Pattie Carson, Cindy Bran-
don, Tarwnie Crouse, Regina
Cunningham, Mike Dillon,
Mary Elkins, Gary
Emerson, Larry Enoch, Tim
Feltrer, Dale Finney+, Rose
Herndon+, Lesley Herndon,
Jack Gray, Roger Garland,




Jones, Thomas Jones, Joy






Dale Sheridan, Richie Steen,
Galen Wortham, Jennifer
Williams, Kim Willie, Karon
Walker, Sharon Walker, Mary
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Solssewlwes who howl oat
waived their heaw-dollverosl
copy of Ilia Illunioy Ls*/ a
Tinos by 534 par. Marrilay-
Mt* or by 3:30 p.m. so Sevr-
es's ors wised to call 733.1414
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alosmlay.fridwri-er-1411- vox—
. opt 4 p.n. loOwnloys, to Wm-1
ailkory of III• 10/Wliff.0". Cis
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Atkins, Lori Adams, Ricky
Barrow, Monica Brown,
Karen Byerly, Kathy Bynum,
Regina Bynum, Cindy Carson,
Scott Coleman, Roger Colson,
Keith Ford+,
Celisa Curd, Marcia Cun-
ningham, Dfe Dee Darnell,
Joyce Deering, Danny
Garland, David Garland,
Brad Sparks, Laura Garland,
Lisa Garland, Gina Gargus,
Candy Maddox+,
Terry McDougal, Tone





Hutson, Karen Tucker, Louis
Zimmerman Jr.. Kim
Weatherford, Marty Wyatt,
Jena Hoke, Mike Jackson,











Terrill Hester, Trisha Claret,
Janice Chaney, Tad Dow*
Kristy Clark, John Cat
Tonya Darnell, Kathy Dow ,
Debbie Farris, Patrice
Fleming, Mark Jacksor. Don




Bob Fry, Christi Hale, Darrell
Overby+, Lisa Phillips, Bob





- Jeanette -Uriderhill, Greg
Schroeder, Jeffery Them
Mimi Todd, Cindy Tucker,











Science Educator To Lecture At University
2 Dr. Samuel Postlethwan, State University on Monday,
"the internationally known Nov. 13.
science educator who Poetlethwait, a professor of
developed the audiotutortel 'biology at Pardue University,
format of instruction, will will speak on 'The Principles
deliver two lectures at Murray of Course Design" at 3:30 p.m.
Book Fair Set Through Saturday
A large selection of quality
children's books will be
available for teachers,
parents, and students to see at




Sponsored by the Murray
State student branch of the
Association for Childhood
Education, the fair will be in
Room 320 of the Special
Education Building. Hours are
noon to 7 p.m. Wednesday,
noon to 5 p.m. Thursday and
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A great match for jeans!
Long-sleeve plaid flannel
shirt with full, placket and
. 2 big patc,1( pockets. Three
pailernS of plai-ds: Z colors-








and heel seat. Bold





Cozy and comfortable flan-
nel blouson with long-
sleeves 'and .V2 placket. 3
patterns of plaids. 2 polofs'
per pattern: Sizes- S,M,L.
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Alternatives" at 7:30 p.m. in
the Mason Hall (Nursing
Building auditorium.
Both presentations are open
to the public. His visit to the
campus is jointly sponsored
by the College of Environ-
mental Sciences and the
Center for the Enhancement
of Teaching Effectiveness as a
service to area classroom
teachers and other interested
persons.
Not only has Postlethwait
developed the audio-tutorial
format that has been widlly
adopted by educators around
the world, but he has
published numerous articles
and books about other
educational innovations.
His work has won him
several awards for out-
standing , classroom per-
formance, including the
Eastman Kodak Gold Medal
Award and Standard Oil Best
Teacher Award. He has also
received Best Teacher
Awards sponsored by the
Student Government at
Purdue and by Sigma Delta
Chi at Purdue. He is the
.Indiana Academy of














Extra Absorbent nal Toddler-Newborn $2.07 
TEENS & LADIES
Bel-Air Shopping Center
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disposable diaperti
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Local Issues On Election Ballots
I Draw Mixed Bag Of ResultsLocal Issues on election
ballots across Kentucky drew
a mixed bag of results.
Tuesday. Voters in some
counties approved added
taxes while similar proposals
in other areas were defeated.
Perhaps the most hotly
contested issue was in the
state's largest county —
Jefferson — where voters
Wjected a .referendum on
changing the makeup of fiscal
court. The Meileire was losing
by a 4 to 1 margin in early
returns. It, would have
- eliminated the-alairt's-oorn-




continuing a .4 percent payroll
and profits tax to reprieve
'their financially troubled
transit authority.
The last unofficial count
showed 19,194 yotes in favor to
8,385 against hi Kenton
County, while Campbell
counttans voted 12,964 yes and
•
7,679 no.
The tax was levied by the
sgamtat.fiacal courts lestrJune.
Trandt authority officials had
warned that bus service,
principally for commuters to
the Cincinatti area, would
cease if the tax failed.
In western Kentucky's
Simpson County, the vote was
1,038 to 962 in favor of ex-
tending a Franklin city library
tax, to the county. The .5
percent property tax will go to
the Goodnight Memorial
Library District.
A pro-posed - -emergency
ambulance district for con-
tinued operation of the Barren
and Metcalfe county am-
bulance service was defeated
in Barren County 2,121 to 1,661
while Metcalfe .countians
voted in favor 1,857 to 408. The
proposed ambulance district
will have the authority to
=Pose a property tax not
exceeding .6 percent per $100
assessed property value.
Despite the losing vote in
Barren County, officials said
ambulance service there will
continue, though at a reduced
level and no longer in con-
junction with Metcalfe
County.
At Loyall in eastern Ken-
tucky's Harlan County, the
vote was 146 to 58 in favor of a
$100,000 bond issue for the
purchase of new firefighting
equipment.
Union countians defeated by
a 3-1 margin a proposed .5
percent payroll and profits tax
to continue a $3 million school
building program. The school
board approved the tax last
June. The present tax expires
in 1980 and school officials
said the renewal was
necessary to continue con-
struction.
A proposed 1 percent
property tax to bail out an
ailing ambulance service in
Pulaski County was defeated
4,723-1,621. Pulaski Fiscal
Court and the Somerset City
Council have said they will not
POUTICAL POW-WOW — First District Congressman Carroll Hubbard listens in-
tently as Mancil 1. Vinson, right, director of alumni affairs at Murray State University,
makes a point. Hubbard revealed during MSU's homecoming that he plans to an-
nounce his candidacy for the Democratic nomination for governor Dec. 11, while Vin-
son is expected to seek the Democratic nomination for commissioner of agriculture in
next May's. primary. Hubbard spoke on the MSU campus Monday night on the eve of
the Tuesday general election.
fund the ambulance service..
after June 30 next year. The. 
taxwas proposed to generate
up to $46,000 annually to offset
the loss of .$39,000 allocated





Barnes was elected county
judge-executive over
Republican challenger David
Lewis Williams 1,838 tO 1,471.
The election was for a suc-
cessor to the late Judge-
Executive Lyle Webb, a
Republican, who died Feb. 14.
Linda Boatwright was
unopposed to fill the unexpired
term of her late husband, state
Rep. J.W. Boatwright, whe
died Aug. 23. Mrs. Boatwright
will represent the 4th House
Legislative District, which
includes Livingston County




DRAKE CUTINT, a third-
year-law student at the
University of Kentucky.
Lexington, is editor-in-chief of
the UK Law Journal, the 10th
oldest legal journal in the
United States. The son of Mr.
and Mrs: Albert Cutini of St.
Clair Shores, Mich., he is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Jones of Murray. His
wife, the former Carol
Chester, also is a native of
Marshall County. Cutini will
work with Judge Pierce Lively














On 2-Can Purchase of Bryan Chili
No Beans or Bryan Chill With Beans
Regular or Hot (Mixor Match)
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6 Oz. Red Radishes
Super Select Cucumbers
COUPON
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Good Only Al Stony's
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Good Only Al Slorey
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3 6 oz. Pbrk
I' 4 oz Cole Slow
E 4 oz Baked Beans
1- Roll
Mayo Lett , Tom


































Prices Good Wed., Nov. 8 thru
Wed., Nov. 15th
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE UNCLE LEE OFFERS A CREDIT PLAN. WITH NO DOWN PAYMENT.
EASY MONTHLY INSTALLMENTS - NO DOWN PAYMENT
(Alt MONTHLY INSTALLMENTS INCLUDE: SALES TAX. FINANCE CHARGE, AND LIFE INSURANCE . .
kGlertfieldi
MARLIN' GLENFIELD 778 12 GAUGE
PUMP SHOTGUN
• Quality Features/Popular Price • MAchinect steel receiver 4
• 21.." anC13- Magnum capatfficty • Goubte act‘oh bars • Enblne-
turned bolt, shell carrter and bolt slide • Easy-to-use slide lock
release • Stainless steel shell follower • Checkered bardwood









Remington Model 870 -Ifsingralastille%
America's best selling pump action soot-
gun. Double action bars, -receiver





DP 12 Ga. 31/4-1/4-4-6 Shot
DP 16 Ga. 3%-1Y,-6




DQ 12 Ga. 3%448
DQ16 Ga. 2141-8







AUTOLOADER - VENTILATED RIB
12-16-20 GAUGE
Remington M 'JO Americas best
selling aut,  , shotgun Natural
pointing Gas LOW recoil Famous
for reliable per' -
Choice of barrel length & choke.













Remington Morsel 742 Woodmaster
fire atoloading rifle Soon& enough to
handle the powerful 30-06 cartridge Light











• Thermo-Rtyf insulated cold-
weather boots are tag chOice for
performance. warrfith, fit and
comfort • All rubber •• 100%
waterproof • Cushioned-comfort
insole • Felt midsole • cteel




BIG SAVINGS ON FIELD LOADS
MAGNUM LOADS AN() HIGH
VELOCITY SHELLS.
100% nylon shell,
dacron Hollof ill 808,
warmth without weight.
Top U. L Reg. $5.48




Super-strong action - when bolt is closed, cartridge is sur-
rounded by three rings of steel; bolt, barrel and receiver. Free-
floating magnum type barrel. Extra wide trigger, non-slip
thumb safety.,
Ordnance steel receiver drilled and tapped for scope mounts.
Ramp front sight with "gold" bead. U notch rear sight can be
adjusted for windage and elevation. American walnut, custom
checkered Monte Carlo stock with fluted comb. Length of pull
141,i in., drop at heel 2 in., drop at comb 1% in., drop at Monte
Carlo 1% in.









Blow molded polyethylene. Three di-
mensional feather detail adds realism,
feather detail is hand painted with long
last,Ing, waterproof, custom-mixed
paints. Glass eyes are recessed to give
reaipas life appearance.
The extended weighted keel design
gives Flambeau decoys a lower center of
gravity and better stability for a real-
istic float. Anchor depth control is
achieved with positive locking slot.
At. Lief $44.95
Per Dozen SPECIAL





Perfect for duck hunting.
100% waterproof. Polyguard fi-
Camo.
SPECIAL
U. L Reg. $39.98
Super Magnum -
Will charcoal steaks, burgers, etc.
plus keeping you warm.
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Prices Good Thur. Nov. 9 thru
Wed. Nov. 15 NEARS LOWER 
PRICES
Burrow!.
PLUS Quality Foods 













































Green Giant Niblet Whole Kernel




















































































Reg. $1.15 7 Oz.
Save 36'
ur ua ou n t eat ur rice

































Pinto, Green Limas Save 35
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David Reagan (52) with Racer teammates Richard
Lanapher (left) and Jeff Parks. Staff prot
To The End And Back
Four-Year Starter Reagan Is Linebacking Again
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
David Reagan was a linebacker for
three seasons with the Murrio State
football teem, so he was surprised to
be moved to defensive end during
spring practice over six months ago.
His surprise was short-lived,
however. After mining the Racers'
first two games of this reason with a
sprained arch, Reagan was in on testi
or so plays during a 24-14 Lose—th—
Tennessee Tech.
Then came the defensive disaster
against Marehead the following week,
a game in which the Racers allowed 49
points to the Eagles.
That game marked the end of
Reig-iin'istinf at defense ind WaS
back to linebacker. "Moving to end
was a big change to me," said
Reagan. "It limited my mobility. Last
spring they moved me there, so I just
accepted it as helping the team. I
think we were weak at those spots at
the time."
Helping the team is something the 6-
1. 214-pound Reagan has done since
accepting a scholarship to Murray
four years ago. Stationed at the
Sembach Air Force Base, he played a
year of service football and hoped to
play on the college level.
"I wrote a lot of letters, but I never
dreamed I'd end up phiying at Murray
State," Reagan says. But he accepted
the offer and broke into the starting
lineup after the second game of the
season.
He totaled 54 tackles, 32 assists and
two fumble recoveries Na initial year
with the Racers, but an injury slowed
him the following season.
"I messed up my ankle, broke it, but it
wasn't until this year that I knew what
was -many wrong - with tt, said.
Reagan. "The doctor told me that my
injury this year was sort of a delayed
one from the injury my sophomore
year."
Last _season he responded with 36
tackles, 11 assists and an interception,
and his eagerness in spring practice
this year was enough for his team- '
_ Second Co VC Coach To Step Down
mates to vote him the most improved
player on the squad.
Morehead's shelling of the defense
prompted the coaching staff to switch
the defensive alignment from a "50"
to a wide-tackle-six defense.
It responded by limiting UT-Martin
and Middle Tennessee to seven points
&eh and 21 to East Tennessee,
enabling coach Mike Gotffried and Na
staff to • JOY a thresogame_sicin____
streak.
The new defense really gives me, as
a linebacker, a lot more respon-
sibility," Reagan said. "It's com-
plicated to explain, but basically, I
now have to read the backs instead of
the linemen." .
TIolV: has the new coaching staff
changed the team?
"I think the little areas is mainly
where new coaches make a dif-
ference," says Reagan. It all comes
down to a coach's philosophy — where
he places stress in certain areas. I
think it's been a heck of a switch."
Two narrow losses in the past two
weeks — 24-21 to Eastern Kentisg
23-17 to Austin Posy — that have
- dropped Murray's record to 44 have
failed to dampened the team's en-
thusiasm, Reagan says. "This is going
to be an good t eant" Reagan says. "It
makes me wish I was a freshman
again. The excitement generated by
the coaches is tremendous."
Another change eagan cites is the
coaches' continued ern 's on team
morale. .'They've been it major
colleges, and they keep drumming it
into our heads that we're not small
time just because we're not in the
same division with the traditional
football powers," Reagan says.
Evan so, doesn't a player yearn to
know if, he could have made on the
level of say, Nebraska or Ohio State?
"Oh, I guess that goes through
everyone's mind;, asking themselves
if they were really good enough to
play football on that level," says
Reagan. "But playing here has been
an experience that I've enjoyed."
Warynii-Charim!mitesigns-At More-head-
By the Associated Press
MORE HEAD, Ky. — Wayne
Chapman, head football coach
at Morehead State University
for three years, has an-
nounced his resignation ef-
fective at the end of the
season.
With only a Nov. 18 game
against Eastern Kentucky
remaining on its schedule,
Morehead is 2-5-1 for the year.
6-4 Cowboys,Still Have Playoff Chance
By the Associated Press
The biggest problem with
the Dallas Cowboys is:
ao they!re trying too hard,
fbi they're not trying hard
enough,
ci both of the above.
The answer, of course, is (d)
neither of the above.
There's nothing wrong with
the Dallas Cowboys. They're
limply rediscovering what
Pon Shute, Chuck Noll, Joe
Nemeth, Isaac . Newton and
.1•1111...
various and sundry other
celebrities (Tom Landry
among them) had already
discovered...what . goes up
must come down.
"Our problem is we forget
that we're ex-world cham-
pions." says Preston Pearson.
"We were the 1977 world
champions. That's over now.
We have to remember that."
What the Cowboys should
remember is that they were
Super Bowl champions not
only one season ago but six
seasons before that — and in
ttoth cases they were unable to
maintain that championship
pace.
Green . Bay, Miami and
Pittsburgh, like Dallas, were
two-time -champions — and
the Packers, Dolphins and
Steelers also bellied out after
a while, trio. "You have to
have a goal you are hungry for
and are willing to fight for,"
says Landry. "When you have
the goal on both fingers (a pair
of Super Bowl rings),
motivation is different."
Performances like Dallas'
last two, against Minnesota
and Miami, aren't something
to be proud pf — but they're
hardly indications that the
Cowboys are aboqt to go on the
critical list. After all, they're
still 6-4, they're only one game
behind Washington in the
National Conference '
The hatch is open and the ships' stores are below. Nautical & Natural offers
a unique inventory of supplies for the sailor and landlubber alike.
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Horseshoe buoys & holders
Boat vents
Sailboat coasters
Canvas striped sail covers
Moisture proof salt 8g pepper
Sailboat mobiles
.Sprouter kits with seeds
All-occasion boating cards
Watch caps
has suffered through a 1-7-1
season so far, also resigned.
Morehead Athletic Director
G.E. Moran said that, "I can't
speak for Wayne, but I think
he may have set some goals









have compiled a 7-19-3 record.
Chapman said his greatest
wish "has been to see the
Eagles develop a winning
tradition. I can state that
everyone associated with the
program has worked
diligently toward this goal."
But, he continued, "the
unstinting dedication,
determination and effort on
the part of the players and
coaches has not brought this'
goal to realization."
Chapman said that after
much inner struggle, "I haat
concluded that I should resign.
I have given everything I had
to give for three years and my
only regret is that I haven't
been able to obtain the goals I
set for the Eagles' program
when I became head coach."
Calling Chapman's decision
a difficult one, Morehead
President Dr. Morris Norfleet
said "we fully understand his
reasons for leaving the
university. We are most ap-
preciative of his dedicated
service and offer our best
wishes for the future."
Chapman was the second
OW football coach to step
down on Tuesday. Ben Hurt of
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Rice Easily Outpoints Guidry For Al, MVP Award
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Wrtter
NEW YORK — Forced to
choose between two awesome
statistical seasons, the
Baseball Writers Association
of America chose slugger Jim
Riee's numbers and named
him the American League's
Most Valuable Player over
pitcher Ron Guidry.




Murray- State golf roam
Buddy Hewitt has been
selected to serve on the
resource consultant staff of
the National Golf Foun-
dation.
The staff will work with
area consultants in Con-
ducting workshops and
clinics for teachers and
coaches as well as players.
Hewitt's primaryAlluty
will be involved in tfriping
to increase the number of
clinics..
V.
Racer Club To Meet
The Racer Club will
hold its regular weekly
meeting Thursday at? p.m.
in the Racer Room of Roy
By the Associated Press
Throughout their glory
years, the Boston Celtics lived
by the fast break. Tuesday
night, they died by it at the
hands of the Milwaukee
Bucks.
The young Bucks ran the
struggling Celtics ragged in
breaking a three-game losing
streak with a 125-108 National
Basketball Association vic-
tory. At a team meeting
before the game, the
Milwaukee players decided to
open up the offense and Boston
couldn't keep pace. The Bucks
scored 19 points from the free
throw line in the fourth
quarter as the beleaguered
Celtics kept folding when
beaten down the floor.
-This was the best
basketball we've played since
last year," said Bucks guard
Brian Winters. "When you run
a lot, you use a lot of people.
We had some injuries and so a
couple of guys had to go 40
minutes a game instead of 32.
"We're pretty healthy now
and I think we'll run more
because of it. This is the way
the game is supposed to be
Played."
Elsewhere in the NBA, Los
Angeles edged Chicago 112-
111, Washington slaughtered
Portland 143-103 and San
Diego _beat New Orleans 121-
115.
Milwaukee got balanced
scoring,. with Winters and
Marques Johnson contributing
19 points each, Kent Benson
and Ernie Grunfeld scoring 18
apiece. Benson had 12
rebounds and held Celtic star
Dave -Cioweris- te four po' as
and nine rebounds.
Lloyd Walton keyed the
offense with 10 assists, the
Stewart Stadium.. -
The club's final meeting
will be held Monday at 6
p.m. at the same site.
second straight game in which
he was in double figures in
assists.
"I'm having a ball out there
because we're ready to get on
the winning track," Walton
said of the 5-9 Bucks. "We're
going to put on our track
shoes. ..we're going to get
these guys running."
The Celtics fell to 2-8!
Lakers 112, Bulls 111
Los Angeles won for the first
time on the road and the sixth
time in a row overall. Norm
Nixon's steal, and subsequent
layup with 15 seconds to go
accounted for the takers'
margin.
Adrian Dantley had 27
points and Nixon scored 24 in
helping the Lakers overcome
a sevenpoint Bulls lead in the
last quarter. Nixon had seven
points in the final 3z minutes.
The loss dropped Chicago's
record to 2-11.
Bullets 143, Trail Blazers 103
Washington bolted to a 20-4
lead in the first six minutes
and cruised home. The Bullets
built a 72-44 halftime leaa as
the defending NBA champs
snapped Portland's five-game
victory skein.
Bobby Dandridge scored 24
. points and Wes Unseld had 21
and., 15 rebounds for
Washington.
Clippers 121, Jazz 115
Lloyd Free led San Diego
scoring. With 29 points, but
Conte! Norman, who finished
with 21, and Nick Weather-
spoon, who added 25, came off
the bench to spark the Clip-
pers offense.
--Leonard -Robinson- had -St
points and 17 rebounds in a
losing effort while Pete





Rice received 20 of the 28
first place ballots 'cast and
finished with 352 points.
Guidry tobk the other eight
first place ballots and totaled
291 points. Larry Hisle of the
Milwaukee Brewers finished
third with 201.
Because of the way they had
dominated their individual
departments, Rice at bat for
the Boston Red Sox and
Guidry on the mound for the
New York Yankees, there was
speculation that the MVP
battle would be a tight one.
But the suspense hardly in-
terfered with the routine
activities of the two stars.
Rice, -in Las Vegas fro . ii
tribute later this week to
former heavyweight cham-
pion Joe Louis, spent the af-
ternoon playing golf. When he
returned *to his hotel, he
learned of the MVP vote.
"I just got back from
shooting 79. That's more
important," he said. "The
MVP vote was a month agb. I
couldn't change anything. I'm
thrilled about it, but I couldn't
just sit around and wait to
hear."
Guidry, the unanimous
winner of the AL Cy Young
Award last week, spent the
day hunting near his home in
Lafayette, La.
"My congratulations go to
Jim Rice," he said.
"Dafinitely, his statistics were
worthy of the MVP. To finish
second in the vote to a player
like Jim Rice is not disap-
pointing mid by not receiving
this award this year gives me
something to gun for in 1979.
"To all the sports writers
who voted for Jim Rice, I
congratulate them on naming
a deserving individual, and to
those writers who voted ftw
me, I thank them for their
support." - -- -
Rice earned the MVP award
with a spectacular season at
the plate. He led the major
leagues with 46 home runs and
139 runs batted in. He also had
406 total bases, becoming the
first American Leaguer in 41
years to go over 400. He also
led the majors in hits with 213
and in triples with 13. He
finished with a .600 slugging
percentage and batted .315,
third in the AL.
Guidry was the master of
mound. The slim left-hander
posted a 25-3 record with nine
shutouts and a 1.74 earned run
average. His winning per-
centage of .893 was the highest
for any 20-game winner M
baseball history. The nine
shutouts tied Babe Ruth's
record for an American
League lefthander, and
Guidry's ERA was the lowest
for an AL southpaw since 1914
when Dutch Lenard -had -
1.01.
Guidry's MVP bid was
probably hurt by the Cy Young
Award. Since 1956 when the
BBWAA introduced the Cy
Young to honor the best pit-
cher in each league, only five
hurlers have swept both that
honor and the MVP. They
were Don Newcombe in 1956,
Sandy Koufax in 1963, Bob
Gibson and Denny McLain in
1968 and Vida Blue in 1971.
After Guidry, the highest,
pitcher in Tuesday's vote was -
Milwaukee's Mike Caldwell,
who finished 12th, behind last
year's MVP, Minnesota
batting champion Rod Carew.
In the weeks before
Tuesday's announcement,
Guidry had bristled at
suggestions that his MVP bid
'Long Count' Is Over
Boxing Great Gene Tunney Dead At 80
By the Associated Press
GREENWICH, Conn. — For
many years after he had
retired from boxing, Gene
Timmy, who died Tuesday
night at the age of 80, had to
live down the stigma of his
famous "Long Count" match
with Jack Dempsey.
But he always was a good
counter-puncher when it came
to defending himself from
criticism.
"I know I was the
beneficiary of the long count,
but it wasn't my idea,"
Tunney would say. "I was
down, but I wasn't out. I first
heard the count at 2, and I
could have gotten up any time
after that. But I preferred to
take the benefit of the full
count.
-That was the only round he
(Dempsey) won. Everybody
forgets that al knocked him
down with the first punch of
the next round. After the long
count, which -couldn't have
been more than 14 seconds, I
had a chance to exhibit my
ring generalship."
Tunney got off the canvas to
beat Dempsey for the second
time in two confrontations and
later retired as the undefeated
heavyweight champion of the
world.
The death of the onetime
"Fighting Marine" Tuesday
night came more than a
kalfcenturr -after that
legendary ''Long Count" fight
on Sept. 22, 1927.
Tunney's son, former U.S.
Florsheim Classics are for the well-dressed man. Timeless
, styling. A solid value Complete with legendary Florsheim
QUalitYlitOd.C.P.MiPrt
Sen. John V. Tunney, 1)-Cal.,
said in Los Angeles that his
father died at Greenwich
Hospital of blood poisoning
after suffering for some time
from circulatory trouble. The
younger Tunney had been
appearing on a Los Angeles
television program as an
election night commentator.
Gene Tunney had seen
- combat service as a Marine in
World War I, thus his
-nickname as the "Fighting
Marine." He won 56 fights, 41
by knockouts, had one draw
and lost only once.
A New York native, Tunney
began fighting professionally
in 1915 and seven years later
outpointed -Battling"
Levinsky in '12 rounds for the
American light, heavyweight
championship, a title he lost
later in the year on a 15-round
decision to Harry Greb. He
later beat Greb twice and
fought two no-decisions with
In 1925 limey concentrated
on heavyweights and on Sept.
23, 1926, he won boxing's
biggest title by outpointing the
great Dempsey over 10 rounds
in the rain in Philadelphia. It
was Dernpsey's first title
defense in three years.
Then came the notorious
"Long Count" battle at
Chicago's Soldier Field before
104,943 fans.
In the seventh round;
Dempsey cornered Tierney
and smashed him to the'
canvas with a series of blows.
Falcons Readying;
Panatta Triumphs
SUWANEE, Ga. (AP) —





Bennett said Tuesday he plans
to hire officials to attend the
team's training camp in hopes
that next year's team won't
suffer as many penalties as
this year's.
On Sunday, Atlanta was
penalized 17 times for 125
yards during a 21-10 victory
over the San Francisco 49ers.
"I wonder about the con-
sistency of the officiating —
how one team can have 17 and
the other team can have
seven. But I won't deny that
every one of the penalties they
called was there," Bennett
said.
STOCKHOLM — Adriano
Panetta and Tom Gullikson
each fought off second-set
match points and advanced to
the second round of the
$175,000 Stockholm Open
tennis tournament night.
Panetta scrambled to a 3-6,
7-6, 7-5 victory over Dick
Stockton, while Gullikson
outlasted South African Johan
Kriek 6-7, 7-6, 7-5.
HONG KONG — Defending
champion Ken Rosewall,
seeded fourth, beat Australian
countryman Mark Edmon-
dson 6-1, 6-3 in the opening





of an injured ankle..
Dempsey sensed victory land
in his eagerness, didn't to go to
a neutral corner. Referee
Dave Barry refused to begin
the count until Dempsey did
go to a neutral corner.
After a delay of about five
seconds, Barry began to count
and when he reached 9,
Tunney got up.' Whether
Dempsey's failure to obey the
rule cost 'him the title has
since been a matter-6f dispute.
Tunney is survived by his
wife; three sons, John V.,
Johnathon R., and Gene L„
and a daughter, Joan Tunney
Cook. Private funeral service's










would be hurt because he is;
pitcher and not an everyday
player like Rice.
-How can you call it MVP if
you don't include pitchers?"
Guidry had said. "We're still
athletes. We still-do our jobs.
lithe MVP award is for hitters
only, they ought to call it the
Ty Cobb Award or the Rod
Carew Award. If they want to
leave out pitchers, they ought
to put an asterisk next to it and
say 'Pitchers: Generally not
included.—
"It takes 25 guys to win it,"
he said. "I've got to play my
part. I hope I can do what I did
last season, but repeatito this
kind of year will be a httle
tough.""
Two Murray High School products have joined the MSU Lady Racer roster for the 1978-79 season.
Tommy Boone (left), a 5-9 sophomore forward and Marlene Sorrell, a 5-8 freshman forward, fife
among 14 players on coach Jean Smith's roster. The Racers will participate in a scrimmage OA( "
Memphis State Nov. 11 and host UT-Martin to another Nov. 13 before opening their season



















Net annual yield 7.790
























Day in • Day out
Regular Passbook
$1.00 min. dep.






Penalty ts required on
'orb/ withdroyrols from
certificates
Now Open In Murra . 1201 Main Street. Ph. 759-1630
Now Open In IACenter  — U.S. Hwy. 60, Pli. 462-3525
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P. N. HIRSCH & CO;
Olympic Plaza Open 9:30 to 800 Daily 1-5 Sunday
Alexander Wins Landslide Victory
By BILL 11,AWUNII
Associated Prime Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Lamar Aleunder has won a
istaislids aa the
*sties mad Republican
samingis fin eight years with a
1411.001-eote victory over
bianocrat Jake Butcher, who
spent $3.7 million in losing.
Alexander's victory, as
Senate Republican Leader
Howard Baker easily Wen his
third, tenn_in_. TheadayLi-
election, obviously surprised
even him. At one point, when
returns showed him with 57
percent of the vote but before
he was sure of election,
Alexander said, "That's
unbelievable."
But it soon became
believable enough. With. 99
percent of the returns from
the state's 2,316 precincts,
Alexander, 37, a Nashville
lawyer and Baker protege,
had 665,716 votes to 5U,837 for
Butcher, a Knoxville banker.
Baker, a potential 1980
presidential candidate, got
20,000 fewer votes than
Alexander, leading Jane
Esiund, VI untested Nashville
Democeit, 645,656 to 464,591.
Alexander's margin over
Butcher compared with Gov.
Ray Blanton's margin of
121,36€ votes over Alexander
four years ago. And Baker told
his Knoxville victory
celebration, "The Republican
party is ready now to become




Alexander, who carried two-
thirds of the state's 95 counties
in a campaign in which he
spent about $1.5 million.
-You may be assured of my
full cooperation and that of my
staff to insure a successful
transition," Blanton said.
"My office, as well as a state
vehicle, will be at your
disposal.!'
Butcher failed to muster
votes a lot of places where he
Middle Tennessee where




But, fatally, his prediction of
95 percent of the Memphis
black vote turned sour and he
had to settle for 69 percent, or
74,014 votes to 47,593 for
Alexander, in the black-
dominated fith Congressional
PlitricL
It was the only district
which -Butcher carried. But
Butcher may keep his oar in
state government. Alexander,
telling cheering supporters
that Butcher had called him,
said, "It was a good call ... He -
wants to do things for Ten-
nessee and I want to do things
for Tennessee and I hope in
the near future we will have
an opportunity to do things for
Tennessee together."
Democrats maintained their
5-3 margin in the state's U.S.
House delegation, as all in-
cumbents were re-elected and
Democratic state Sen. Bill
Boner was elected to replace
the late Clifford Allen in the
5th District.
But Republicans gained two
state Senate seats and at least
five state House seats,
although Democrats retain
control of the Legislature.
Democrat Keith Bissell Of
Oak Ridge maintained his
party's solid control of the
Astronomy Program
Set For Thursday
Professor B. E. Burnley and
James Morris of the Murray
State University astronomy
program will present the
moon by telescope and slides
at 7 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 9, in
Room 135 of the Blackburn
Science Building. -
If skies are cloudy, a film
will be shown in lieu of the




Republican Tom Jews of
Knoxville, 556,240 votes to






Open or add to before December 31 and receive Tax-
deferred benefits on your 1978 Income Tax Return.
"The place where thousands are saving millions"
HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIO1
PADUCAH, KY.
WHEEL DRIVE PULL
West Ky. Exposiiion Center
Murray State-University
SPONSORED BY AMERICAN LEGION
Proceeds Legion Baseball
Saturday, November 11, 7:30 p.m.
ADMISSION
$4.00 Adults $3.00—Students $2.00 Children (6-12)
Five (5) vehicles constitute a class. Three classes by weight in two (2)
divisions as follows — plus open class. Winners take all in 7,000
pound maximum class.
fa • 
111.111MILSWIR  11,44111 
Entry Fee — $15.00
 Ivaln46.4salk.461#14 
1RISTAT1 ItUUS APPLY
4,000 STOCKS MATCH ENTRY FEE)
5.500 POUNDS UNDER STOCK A lst--$125.011, 2Tid—$100.00, 3rd—$75.00,
6.500 POUNDS UNDER STOCK J 46—$50.00, 5th—$25.00, 66—S25.00
4,000 MODIFIED (MATCH ENTRY FU)
5,500 POUNDS UNDER atontrolls1-4125.111;r4—$14.00.-
6.500 POUNDS UNDER MODIFIED' 46—$50.1111, SO- $25.00, 6th 525.00














k TRADE IN YOUR
OLD RANGE & SAVE!
cnrri NWT-09.95
FflLVALUE
6-Piece Cornipgware Set With





SAVEPL$U2s2.95 2 7 7
FREE
CORMNGWARC SET





Reg 419.95.S Etectric range features easy cleaning Envy
to clean cooktop Bottom oven panel, racks and shelf sup-
pods remove for easy ?reaming. automatic oven timer, cloct,







`.Aht , T4 44441
Hat 'envy/awe oven d-vir Porcelain Enamel
Reg $251 95 Elr.ctric Range with EASY CLEAN
OVEN 
11"
broiler Full vidth storage r I, .' .'., • MI clean swicii,r lk
Reg $299.95. Has 1 3 Cu It interior high power design 30-inch Site '87-26 1
level and 25 minute timer tilass dc‘ =s. '''' (-t? : —
lb' spection during cooking 87-240 -.. USE OTASCO CREDIT!
frairiwatinourariPlunicaltar.aceraurapirarataboroaiwiell)
..T
Friendly POnts - rillit)(1) nio14 SUNDAY 
Al ALI crAste. r. A r
Friendly Seonce nmrricInATING DEAL (Rs
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DAIRY & TOBACCO  5 LILL]
DEL MONTE — CRUSHED, SLICED OR CHUNK
PINEAPPLE IN NATURAL JUICES
OCEAN SPRAY
CRANBERRY. $119
SICKTAIL 48 OZ. 
. 
















. PLAIN DR SELF R.-5 LB.
DEL MONTE FRENCH STYLE OR CUT GREEN
69c BEANS 16 OZ. 3/.9
RONCO













  24 OZ. 99c. N6BIISAKERS
119c FLEISCIIMANS REGULAR •
16 OZ. $1 -3-9 MARGARINE  Ls•
 1 LL 49c
PET RITZ
COBBLER ASSORTED FLAVORS 26 OZ.
BUNNY
FRENCH BREAD  16 OZ. 59
C
MA 1% LL IRA HAMBURGER
HOME STYLE BREAD 2/89c BUNS 12 PK 2/9








IGA COCONUT $ 19 PURINA
SNOWFLAKE 
140z.1 












CHUCK ROAST . .1. I, mm 00000000 • • - • LB. $149
ARM CUT
SHOULDER ROAST is. si 29
PICNIC STYLE









CORN DOGS 16 OZ. PKG. $1 49
BRYAN'S JUICY JUMBO
FRANKS 
FAMILY PAK-CUT UP MIXED PARTS
FRYING CHICKEN LB. 49c
FRYER LEGS 11 THIGHS LB. 
88c
SLICED BOLOGNA LB. $1 49
PINWHEEL PAK 4 MS, 4 THIGHS
REELFOOT'S OLD FASHIONED
REELFOOT'S 12 OZ. CHOICE
FUN BUDDIES 
HOT DOGS PKG. 69c 





SOUP BONES • • • 
79c CHOICE























WHOLE PORK LOIN CUT UP FREE
YEt-LOW
TANGELOS. ... . .. .125 SIM OVc SQUASH 
CABBAGE  11' PEARS
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Mrs. Versie Farley of
Murray. died Tuesday in
Hopkinsville. She was 78 years
of age.
Born Feb. 11. 1900, in
Calloway County, she wed the
daughter of the late James
Wilson and Effie McDermott
Wilson. Mrs. Farley was a
member of the Seventh and
Poplar church of Christ._
Survivors include three
• daughters, Mrs. K. D.
4Kathennen Farley,- Peoria,
Ill., Mrs. Walter (Ruth) Sch-
midt, Rochester, Mich., and
Mrs. Bill (Geneva) Merrell,
Clearwater, Fla.; two sons, J.
C. Hale, Murray, and Buddy
Gene Dunn. Michigan; three
sisters, Mrs. Martin ( Iola )
Crowell, Hazel Route 2, Mrs.
Marvin (Pauline) Garland,
Almo, and Mrs. Eunie
- Ferguson, Detroit, Mich.
Mrs. Farley is also survived.
by six stepsons, seven step
daughters, 13 grandchildren,
and 14 great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 1 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with John Dale
officiating and Jerry Bolls as
song leader. Burial will follow
in the Lone Oak Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Claude F. Hale Is
Dead At Age Of 91;
Rites On Saturday
Claude F. Hale, formerly of
Calloway County, died
Tuesday at the Crozer Chester
Medical Center, Trainer, Pa.
He was 91 years of age.
The deceased was preceded
in death by his wife, Mrs.
Hanle Morton Hale, in 1967.
He was a brick mason and a
member of the Poplar Spring
Baptist Church in Calloway
County.
Mr. Hale is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Oscar King of
Boothwyn, Pa., with whom he
made his home; two sons,
Bradley Hale, Lynwood, Pa.,
and Euin Hale, Paducah; two
brothers, Lloyd Hale,
Paducah, and Robert Hale,
Detroit, Mich.; seven gran-
dchildren; 15 great grand-
children; one great great
gralidchild.
The body is being returned
to the Max Churchill Funeral
Home where funeral services
will be held Saturday at 11
a.m. Bunal will follow in the
Barnett Cemetery.
Friends may call at the




who just completed a tour of
Florida, will be presented in a
concert at the Maranatha
Christian -Ceftter, North 12th
and Olive Streets, Murray, on
Thursday, Nov. 9, at 7:30 p.m.
Wayne Perrin, former local
business man, is the leader for
the group. His wife, Cathy, is
also a member of the group,
along with Sara Tate, former
secretary at Hester Hall
Dormitory, Murray State
University.
The public is invited to
attend the concert, a center
spokesman said.
The United States captured
two British merchant ships at





Funeral Held Today 
Parent-Teacher Con-
ferences will be held at Carter





Spinks a  was held this - Grades 1 to 4 on 
Friday, Nov.
rning in
at 10 o'clock at the chapel of _.., aw' accardpiihotthitaory,s Ryan,
the Max Churchill Funeral . "'"- — 
the schools.
Home with the Rev. Danny _ 
Students will not attend
Guess officiating. schooron that day, 
Mrs. Ryan
Pallbearers were Larry said. Letters have gone out 
to
Kendall, Frank _Kendall, all 
parents setting up ap-
Day id Speers, Radford Panitments wtthIlleteachert.
Hester, Terry Manning, and 
Conferences with parents of
Joe mamma, Burial was in Kindergarten students will be
the Kirksey Cemetery. held on Thursday and 
Friday,
Mr. Spinks, 24, died Nov. 
9 and 10; therefore
Saturday at the Western kindergarten 
students will not
Baptist Hospital, Paducah. He attend school on 
these days.
is- - wowived by two sons, . All parents are encouraged
Lawrence Edward and to attend these 
soriferences,
Derrick - Wayne Spinks; said Mrs. Ryan.
mother, Mrs. Mary Ann Hollis n
Spinks; father, Charles '




Mrs. Essie Reeves To Give Concert
Dies Today With
Services Friday
Mrs. Essie Reeves of Almo
Route One died this morning_
at 1:07 at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She was 90 years of age and
the Wife of Lee • Reeves who
died in 195&
Survivor's include- one
daughter, Mrs. J. C. ( Trucille)
Kemp, 2508 Coldwater Road,
Murray; one son, James T.
Reeves, Lake Orion, Mich.;
seven grandchildren; six
great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Friday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with burial to follow, in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
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Flotilla 274 of the United
States Coale Guard Auxiliary
will have an open meeting and
educational program on
Friday, Nov. 10, at 7 p.m. at
the Ellis Center.
The Auxiliary is a volunteer
group of persons interested in
boating safety. Summer ac-
tivities include safety checks
for boating equipment,
assisting other boaters, and
educational. programs for
children and adults. '
The public is invited to
attend the open meeting, said
Shirley T. Johnson, captain of
the Flotilla.
Southwest Festival To
Be Held Here Saturday
The Fall Festival of the
Southwest Calloway,
Elementary School will be
held on Saturday, Nov. 11, at
the school gym with the doors
to open at 6 p.m.
Supper will be served with
games and fun to begin at 6:30
p.m. The climax will be the
crowning the king and queen.
The public is invited to




:FloCiultipc1 of each child far enrollment in public or cravat. school.)
Child's Name: 
Date of Birth: 
Name of Parents or Guardian. 
Address:
CERTIFICATE OF PHYSICIAN:
This is to certify that the above named child, in my proineniassal opid-don, hoe Ibsen Inninniand
Jertn.t InphtN:ru. Tetanun, Poltatnychtisispca4c,
THIS CERTIFICATE IS VALID THROUGH THE SCHOOL YEAR ENDING IN THE SPRING .
prim to entering sainoal the following fail, the immunity status of this child must be tw-rrvaluated
by a physician, and a new certificate issued.
Signature of Pique's'. 
AddleSS" 
Date: -  19
Above is the immunization form which each student in the Murray Schools is
requested by Kentucky law to have on file in the office of his or her school. Clinics
are held at the Murray-Calloway County Health Department each Tuesday and
Thursday, 8 a.m.-11:30 a.m. and 1 p.m.-3:30 p.m. or the parent-guardian may obtain
the proper immunization for their child from their family physician. City school of-
ficials are preparing to notify parents of students whose immunizations is not up to
date that their child faces being sent home from school unless his"health records
are updated -spokesman said_ 
  _
Bring In The Tribe






















GOP Picks Up Statehouses...
Coottamed Frees Ppje Clue
The GOP fared better In the 36
gubernatorial races, where incomplete
returns indicated a net Republican gain
of seven statehouses. A late GOP
winner was Rep. Albert Quie in Min-
nesota, where the Democratic Farm-
Labor Party had a disastrous election
night.
But Democrats will retain com-
manding majorities in both Houses of
Congress  and in _state governments.
Even with Republicans picking up
three seats in the Senate, -Democrats
would have a 59-41 majority, compared
with their 62-38 edge in the last
Congress.
With three House races undecided,
Democrats won 278 and Republicans
156. Thetiouseparty lineup' at thenertii-
of the 95th Congress was 285 Democrats
and 146 Republicans, with four
vacancies.
Mirroring voter discontent with
economic conditions were ballot
proposals to limit taxes or put a lid on
spending in 16 states. Such proposals
won approval in 12 states and were
defeated in four.
Either tax or spending limits, some of
them not binding, won in Alabama,
Arizona, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri,
Nevada, North Dakota, South Dakota
and Texas and lost in Arkansas,
Colorado, Nebraska and Oregon.
Nationwide, voter turnout was
generally moderate, with balloting
heavier than expected in areas where
close election contests or referendum
issues excited voter interest.
The results of related questions in
Michigan and South Dakota were in-
complete.
It appeared Republicans would pick
up three seats in the Senate and at least
12 in the House. They fared better in the
36 gubernatorial races, where in-
complete returns indicated a net
Republican gain of seven statehouses.
But Democrats will retain com-
manding majorities in both houses of
Cangress and at the state government
level.
Voters in 38 states were asked to
decide some 200 issues, ranging from
school integregation to capital punish-
ment to homosexual rights.
In Massachusetts, voters endorsed by
a 3-1 margin a prohibition against
assigning children to schools based on
race and in Washington state they were
approving a proposal to dismantle
Seattle's busing program.
In California, they voted 34o-1 for' a
measure expanding the list of crimes
punishable by death and Oregon voters
favored reinstating the death penalty
for certain crimes, by a 2-1 margin.
In Dade County, Fla., nearly 60
percent voted down a local gay rights
provision similar to one they repealed
last year.
But 'in California, 57 percent of the
voters were opposing a proposal that
would _orde.r. _school boards le fire or
refuse to hire teachers who commit or
advocate homosexual acts. And in
Seattle an effort was failing that would
repeal a local ban on housing and job
discrimination against homosexuals.
Leaders of both parties were quick to
claim victory froin Tuesday's results.
President Carter; who had cam-
paigned for Democratic candidates in
19 states, said: "I thought they did very
well." He said he had watched the
election returns on television Tuesday
night "with a great deal of interest."
Six incumbent senators, including
Edward W. Brooke, R-Mass., the only
black member, lost their seats and two
others were in tight races.
The governors of five of the nation's
most populous states were re-elected.
4- Among the surprises was the defeat
of Gov. Melcirim Thomson Jr. of New
Hampshire by Democrat Hugh Gallen,
who managed to equal the incumbent's
fervent opposition to any new state
taxes. Thomson, a conservative
Republican, won a third term two years
ago with 57.7 percent of the vote.
One of the Republican statehouse
gains was in Pennsylvania where
Richard L. Thornburgh scored a sur-
prisingly easy victory over Pete
Flaherty in the race to succeed Gov.
Milton Shapp, a Democrat.
Democratic Goys. Hugh Carey of
New York and Edmund G. Brown Jr. of
California, and Republican Govs.
William Milliken of Michigan; James
Rhodes of Ohio and James Thompson of
Illinois all won re-election.
Computer problems delayed for
several hours the News Election Ser-
vice tabulation, forcing reliance on
slower backup systems and delaying
the vote totals sent to newspapers and
- broadcasters.
Even with Republicans picking up
two seats in the Senates. Democrats
would have.a 60-40 mafority. With eight
House, races 'Undecided, Democrats
won 270 and Republicans 157.
In the last Congress, Democrats had
a 62-38 edge in the Senate and. 20-14f
margin in the House, • with four
vacancies. -
Six senators — four Democrats and
two Republicans — lost their seats and
two others were locked in tight races.
Incumbent senators who lost were:
—Edward W. Brooke, R-Mass., to
Rep. Paul Tsongas.
—Robert P. Griffin, R-Mich., to Carl
Levin, former president of the Detroit
- -Cann CouneiL-
-Floyd Haskell, D-Colo., to Rep.
William L. Armstrong.
—William D. Hathaway, D-Maine, to
Rep. William S. Cohen.
—Dick Clark, D-Iowa, to former U.
Gov. Roger Jepsen.
—Wendell Anderson,' D-Minn., to
Rudy Boschwitz, DOP national
committeeman.
In Virginia, Republican John D.
Warner, husband of movie star
Elizabeth Taylor, held a 3,000-vote lead
over Democrat Andrew P. Miller. With
more than one million votes cast, Miller
said he would await the outcome of the
official canvas Nov. 27. Warner and
Miller were seeking the seat vacated by
Republican Sen. William Scott.
Graves...
Continued From Page One)
He said his chance for success in this
campaign rests entirely on ertoue
Kentuckians "agreeing with me that
their next governor should not take
office already shackled to the demands
.of the few who can afford to pay to get
their way."
Graves went on to say that 'maybe
our country and our state have become
so big and so complicated that only the
wealthy and well organ kited can in-
- fluence the conduct of government."
But, he continued, "I don't think so
and I'm sure there are thousands of
others who believe as I do."
In addition to setting a limit on
campaign contributions, Graves said
he has arranged for a certified public
accounting firm to monitor and audit
all campaign receipts and expenditures
to insure the voters of the state that
"they haven't been sold out before they
vote."
Graves indicated he will begin im-
mediately traveling throughout the
state, listening to and talking with
Kentuckians about how state govern-
ment "can better serve all people."
Who'll Give You
..A Choice?
...When you open a Christmas Club account for $5.00
or more per week. Hurry!
Supply is Limited!




















































































HORSE SHOW PLANS — Representatives of the Rotary Club and the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's
Club met this week at the home of Lois Keller, Sigma chairman, with advisors to discuss ideas for the fourth annual
Kentucky Charity Horse Show to be held April 20-21 at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center. The
show is jointly sponsored by the Rotarians and the Sigmas. Pictured are, left to right, Stuart Poston, Rotary chairman;
James _Nichols, Grand Rivers, Emerald Ridge Stables; Don Heuer, Cape Girardeau, Mo., Heuer's Bain; Janet Banks,
Murray, Plainview Stables; John Wallace, Benton, Emerald Ridge Stables; and Betsy Cassity, Benton, exhibitor.
Staff Photo by Debbie.N.Lee
Live Met Broadcast Scheduled
A raxiktindustry record 39th
season of Metropolitan Opera
broadcasts sponsored by
Texaco, Inc., will be carried
live on Saturdays during 1978-
79 by WK.MS-FM radio at
Murray State University
beginning Dec. 2.
The broadcast of Smetana's
"The Bartered Bride" —
never before put on the air by
the Met — will mark the start
for this season of the longest
continual commercial un-
derwriting of the same
program by the same sponsor
in the history of radio.




season will be heard on WKMS
at 91.3 on the FM dial, the
public radio voice of Murray
State.
Broadcasts will continue
through April 14 when the
series will end with Wagner's
"Parsifal." Listeners will
hear two operas never before
broadcast by the Metropolitan
Opera. In 'addition to "The
Bartered Bride," Benjamin
Britten's "Billy Budd" is
scheduled March 31.
Other operas in 1978 in-
clude:- Bizet's "Carmen" Dec.
9; Verdi's "Aida" Dec. 16;
Humperdinck's "Hansel and
Greta!" Dec. 23; and Strauss'
7 Types complete wordsHelps children to learn to
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Puccini's "Tosca" Jan. 6;
Poulenc's "Dialogues of the
Carmelites" Jan. 13;
Donizetti's "Don Pasquale" in
a new production Jan. 20; and
Verdi's "Luisa Miller" Jan.
27.
In February, listeners will
hear: Massenet's "Wert'ner"
Feb. 3; Puccini's "Madams
Butterfly" Feb. 10; Mozart's
"The Magic Flute" Feb. 17;
and Verdi's "Don Carlo" in a
new production Feb. 24.
March will bring the
following: Verdi's "Rigoletto"
March 3; Strauss' "Adriadne
auf Naxos" March 10;
Bellini's "Norma" March 17;
Tchaikovsky's "Eugene
Onegin" March 24; and
Britten's "Billy Budd" March
31.
Wagner's "The Flying
Dutchman" is scheduled April
7 before "Parsifal" ends the
season April 14.
The usual intermission
features will be broadcast
when appropriate. These
highly-popular, between-the-
acts, "mini-shows" will again
be developed and produced by
Geraldine Souvaine, who has
handled this assignment each
year for the last 38 seasons.
HOURS 1 to 5
PRICES GOOD
THROUGH SUNDAY
Police Dept. Set Radio 716
Wrist-
Rush to the scene of the crisis—keep
. traffic controlled Metal bodies with Receives local AM
Police markings. Unbreakable tinted stations; fits any



















Reg 23 99 48" x 36" Exterior
treated backboard White enamel
with orange target area. All





Prices gbod through Sun at all OTAScO stores and ...participating Dealers
Fh000ly Folks —
PiensItY 54-..,*11.1-11irgister--15343111 • Ihm-Sat 9-8,
or ner`tioara
A Review
Children's Performance Huge Success
By Carole Hake
When one person - or a
group - plans and saves for a
dream over several years, and
then the dream becomes a
reality. .. yet is itself a dream
... well...
This riddle-reality came
true Friday afternoon for the
members of the lifirIs c
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club who started the
dream and with their
assistance and that of Murray
Elementary School, Calloway
County Elementary Schooli
and Fisher-Price brought the





Nutcracker Suite," Act. II.
And it was evident that the
teachers in the area had done
their work well, because the
students anxiously clapped
saying, "Let it begin!" •
And begin it did with Mr.
David Blackburn, associate
artistic director of the Cin-
cinnati Ballet, who first es-
plained about the "point"
shoes the ballerinas wear. He
then called on Debra Kelly, a
member of the troupe, who
demonstrated the various
basic ballet positions of feet
and hands. A brief synopsis of
the first act of "The Nut-
cracker Suite" followed...
And the performance of Act
II began in the "Land of the
Sweets." The lovely, filmy
costumes of the ballerinas in
contrast with the spartan
setting created the staging for
entrance of the Sugar Plum
Fairy and her Consort, and
although the synchronization
of the group to the music and
with each other was ragged,
the whole was rather dreamy
and somewhat ethereal . . and
then. . and then . . smartly
attired in a red, white and blue
uniform with the enormous
head looking very much like
the wool nutcrackers familiar
in England and Europe, the
Nutcracker made his entrance
with Clara ( Murray's own
Miss Rebekah Brock), whom
be seats stage left on a
"royal" bench to witness the
divertissements.
The Spanish Dance was first
with two coquettish senoritas
and their Don Juan, all of who
executed the music with a
certain definition and
bravado.
The Arabian dancer earned --
on to the stage on her divan by
two "slaves" seductively
danced in bare feet with
motions like a Siamese
dancer. However, she ap-
peared somewhat un-
foinfortable when carried on
characters in the dream, and
then leave the stage with the
-toys" waving good-bye to
them.
And, Friday afternoon the
curtain fell to thuderous ap-
plause and comments of "I
liked it!" (from two first
graders) -arid - "What a
thrilling experience for so
many who might never have
the opportunity otherwise"
(from a teacher).
So, to those of us who have
seen other ballets, many done
perhaps exquisitely, the af-
ternoons performance was
solely for the children, after
all. . ,and it was completely
obvious that to them the
Cincinnati Ballet's per-
formance of Act II of "The
Nutcracker Suite" was a huge
success!
the divan because the
"slaves" did not stride in Children's Production Set
unison.
The Chinese pair, one with At M ii rrfan and the other with a
bamboo umbrella brought
smiles and laughter to the
young audience with their
antics replete with ap-
propriate facial expressions.
The Mirlitons (or reed
pipes) were out of syn-
chronizatia with each other
and with the music, one
distinct drawback of pre-
recorded music with no
conductor to follow the action
on stage. There was no
imagining reed pipes here.
The Russian dance was
performed as a solo number
and while well executed, the
choreographer chose to omit
the deep-knee bends and kicks
and the wild abandon usually
associated with the dancers of
this music.
The Waltz of the Flowers. .
the troupe again not an in-
tegrated- entity, and where
were the flowers (except for
tiny garlands around the buns
of the hair of the ballerinas).
The Sugar Plum Fairy and
her consort. performed for
Clara I Miss Brock) boqi in
pas-do deux and as solei . -
and the finale brought back on
stage each divertissement
dancing in character and the
whole ensemble together . . .
as the Nutcracker enters once
again and takes Clara-by the
hand to introduce her to the
"Many Moons," a fairy tale
by James Thurber and
adapted by Charlotte Chor-
penning, will be the annual
children's production
presented by the University




Friday at 9:30 a.m. and 1 p.m.
and a single performance
Saturday at 1 p.m. in the
University Theatre of the
_ --
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center. -
"Many Moons" is a tale
about a princess who wants
something so bad it makes her
ill and the attempts of the
wisemen to remedy her
illness.
James I. Schempp will
direct the cast of 10 students.
Admission is 75 cents per
person or by., season ticket.
Group reservations can be
made by calling the
University Theatre at 762-
4421.
Miray Ledger & Times





BUY BOTH • SAVE $1388
1104b. (50-kilo) Barbeil/Pumbeel -Set. Rey
25 87 Includes 8 interlocking metric weights "
72" bar. 2 dumbell bars collars sleeves and
insthiction book . -3-16l-6




Chad Poi Three heavy







Skip Elope ti E., rope tree
turning 11,541Vel handles
5 14,4
BUY BOTH t.SAVE $1398
117-ft 153-kilo) SarbeliiDumbee Set. +-leg
3299 Includes 12 interlocking rtatitric weights
72" bar 2 dumbell bars collars, sleeves, wio
Bruce Randall s instruction b0011s. s 1 36.
Incline *Seigle iJitin -Beriott Reg -34-97
5-oosstion strong tubuiar stepl frame, foam






Ankkr, WO:* Weights r
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SALE PRICE
20 Deluxe Exerciser
Inc iudes wheel tension Altus,- 95
adlustabln
saddle and berate hamar-Mars
Non-tip basis as. 140,
pm-et ,111 ',TA` ,141 5r,),1 PART laPA1 lka; Of- ALF lit;
Fnen'Y F°"`"-- Shopping Center -1534391rziondly Ser Vire
for 60 Years , Mon.-Sat. 9-8, Sun. 1-5
- -
Carol I.Oht




Tryst s yorrety for you, Self veer, pork 
horn
Seafoods lunch meats poultry , 'horn You norne
and most Irkeiy we re got it, If you don t se
e
what you wont press the meat deportm
ent





Each of these advertised Mons s tsquired tabs rig* °vomitus 
for sole
in loch Kroger store, except OS specifically noted in this ad If we do run
out of on inisrtisod item, we ora otter you your chow* of () cornparatAa
awn, when avoiloble. reflecting NW mow savings or a rorrorhOCS which
will lints* you to purchase tho.a0vortissid item at the advemsod-price
within 30 days.








Cherry Tomatoes POO 784
IVASIIINGTONSTATTIATAA MACY SW_




FO sTru  Pork Roast
































•Fresisty cwelln, thew picked with Ice in coital...rt.
*lionised direct', te Kreger frets roliihie lest- Cost fisheries.
•Acc•rsfsly 'shelled species. tOpee-rieted let user*/
freshness. (Asoriable Thurstioy, Fr§doy & Saturdot °nit
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Foshion John Morrell B4)0•6111
ICED i CORNBREAD BAKED
















coennt as OOP SUM
Lunch Meat  494
ic we nciuBologna 1201.$1 2
9
 PIG V
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CUT YOUR FOOD-COSTS!
MGM I COUNT














SELF 1161116 MARINA WNM
DEL MONTI
UM.Lima Beans cm. 59'
siG aaTal McManus,
Cookie Mix 12:14 $ 1 99
FON SPOT RN wins—



















Eoch of these advertised items is
required to be readily available
for sole in each Kroger store.
except as specifically noted in
- this ad. If we do run out of on
odvertised item, we will otter
you your choice of a comparable
item, when available, reflecting
the some savings or a roincheck
which will entitiey_ou to purchase
the advertised item at the
advertised price within 30 days.
Whipped Topping
DESNWASNING DETTIGENT
CAN 554 Dawn Li46 02. quid
malt
59 Great Northern Beans.
SMOOTH




in with this coupon and S10.00 purchase excluding items prohibited by low and in
n
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2.LABG 69' SUPER FLUSH  
COST CUTTER
Yoaltfirid the cost-cutter symbols on hunareds of your favorite items throucjhoUt air- Pore Plus eoch week
you'll find cost-cutter weekly ad specials for extra savings on grocery items, dairy, frozen foods, health
- beauty aids, meats and produce
cras
DOOM NUN PAX WAS
Nontestyks Pick Wi 99 -̀ " 899
KROGER





MITT SEWER WEIGNT TALL
Kitchen Bags

















































Tomatoes 14 Y2NN 49'
AIM & HAMMER

















































[ROGER NON DAISY 3
Coffee Creamer !AO:* 5229 $1 98
KROGER
Evaporated Milk "Nos 35 I 269'
WHERE ELSE CAN YOU FIND SUN
BARGAINS ON ALL HEALTH &
BEAUTY AIDS & HOUSEWARES?
JUST COMPARE OUR LOW PRICES ON THESE TOP QUALITY


























NOW'S THE TIME TO TAKE A LOOK AT
OUR TOY SELECTION. WE CARRY A
VARIETY OF POPULAR TOYS, IN-







1 QT. SAUCEPAN W/COVER - 2 QT. SAUCEPAN W/COVER - 41/2 QT. COVERED
DUTCH OVEN - 1/2 QT. DOUBLE BOILER INSERT AVAIUBLE IN HARVES.T GOLD .
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PIZZA LOVERS - ATTENTION!!







;v. $41 THE MURRAY, K „ LEDGER& Nevember &Me
SCOUNT DRUG CENTERS
PLUS. . . WE CARRY FINE-CRAFTED AUDIO & COMMUNICATION
misem PRODUCTS AT VERY AFFORDABLE PRICES!
STEREO II—TRACK RECORDING SYSTEM
FM/AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER
AUTOMATIC FULL SIZE STEREO TURNTABLE
INATCNED AIR SUSPENSION SPEAKER SYSTEM AND MICROPIISMES
•Ideereled Circuit (K).
New* Nurse direct free, FNIAM/1/PN Iseeiver.
Pbsimeradt, diertasees w dealer, Seim
**Went Wad forated Ned Weseersd Weed imam*
*Fa- tilLO Adasetic laretelde law/ Dem Omer,
!roweled Styles, Coe aid Peet. Contra end Styles
Pressed Adeirtmeet
•Aittemslic Sradd Thw1-*"
*Spear Cashel for 2:Cledsof Stereo or 4-Siesker
Need Effect
s'llatite-Cter" heeler hag NW
•dollaird Niche SelecteelladiNeas
*Leedom* Cantear Coded
ellglied hama. Corral grid 40 Prerjsaw Crick
"• lava
*Tee Mersasass d Soma





• AC Um Necardig mad basis Sided
*Seem asedatme Jeek
*Stereo hid awl baps. Inks
*Few *saw Aids
• fledt-le HA mil AM_____
*Termini for Extend Aiiimms
*Seidl Air $espossas Speaker System, Fashion
Grids
*Sim lacener: 10,41-11 Y'd s 1$3/4"11 S-1
Seeehers: 311/1"11: 14"W i
*Sewed Full Itampo Iwo mid Trate Cmarals
*Speaker Selma* C.adrel
rillat-lei Automatic Frequency Ceding (AK)
*Tad Lighted Ihicerdhp WV deters
*Separate iseareop Wants Ceded,
•Ilhoilt-le Taps Stereps Campertmed
•Altemottle mid WMNd Tap* Preens Oared
•iedialsol Emotes litilleate: Sten. - 8-Track Pregrems
- sad date Step










ItA010: ANE1111,111PX. teary twig with die nits dii is 8-treck doer
Path Mites camind of Ideme-fiferee, t tueel-Distemce.
• -
11-11tAal: 11-Track Osier scestamedetes.sleadorTfilismodijaneJapais.—
`TOTAL VINT: Wiry Teas, dime IL baud* controls. hay Amsted, slef
ts. 12W itegstiire Add Oaf. Midi & %IMO indenter Eights. Astewn•
mete par dame&
COLDS: Nadi, cilireatit.lead arid "did doer." Waist grew
faciatiste dereme kasha.






AM/FM RADIO AC/DC: Electric or battery operated, .
slide rule dial, telescopic antenna, built-in 'AC cord,
metal swivel handle. Earplug and 4 pcs. C-cell batteries
included.
Master Carton: 12 sets- 38 lbs.
























Compact 40 Channel Citizens
Band Two-Way Radio with
digitattimm LED Channel read-





AM/FM RADIO AC/DC Electric or battery operated, full
circuit. Slide lever controls, AFC, "DELUXE" luggage-
type cabinet, slide rule dial. Telescopic antenna, built-in
AC cord. Earplug and 4 pcs. C-cell batteries included.
Master Carton: 8 sets - 35 lbs.







• Ilimm DIGITAL LED Channert read.
out • "Red Filter- reduees LED wash-
out in bright light • Back lighted
-32mm x 12mni S/RF meter in high
contrast black-off-white color scale
• Built-in Mic ,pre-amp • "Night-feel"
rotary control knobs—raised refer -
once mark • Transmit Modulstmn
Light • Switchable ANL (Automatic
Noise Limiter) • Jacks for: External
Speaker (EIST1-1Ext. spkr. optional)
—DC power cord a FUsed-and- potat-
Ity keyed DC power cord • Ouick
release mounting system • Oval type
thumb mounting screw for positive
grip • Speaker... 3 Inch dynamic
• RF Power: 1 watt max. at 13.8v DC
aldadulatIon: 100% maximum limiter
circuit; Range 85-100% • FCC Type






40 Channel Citizens Band Two-
way radio with large LED
Channel display, large, back-
lighted S/RF Meter and Three
Position PA-CB switch
• RF Power: 4 w. Max. at 13,EN DC
• Modulation: 100% maximum limiter
circuit; Range 85-100% • FCC Type
accepted • PLL circuitry • lOrnm
DIGITAL LED Channel display • "Red
Filler reduces LED washout in bright
light • Large, 35mm x 15mm lighted
S/RF meter • Built-in MIc pre-amp
• Crystal filter for adjacent channel
*. rejection • Switcheble ANL (Auto-
-re/Ole-Noise Lima/14 • Variable_ _vial:,
ume PA • Three Position PA-CB
switch • Quick release mounting
system • Fused and polarity keyed
DC power cord • Transmit Modula-
tion Light • "Night feel" rotary con-
trol knob—raised reference mark








FOR CAMERAS, RADIOS, TOYS,
FLASHLIGHTS...
PERFECT FOR AN ELECTRIC CHRISTMAS.
AA 4 Pack 
9 VOLT SINGLE 
$2.39
$1.48
D CELL 2 PACK. . . . . . . . $1.59
C CELL 2 PACK . . $1.48
.......MMIN1111.1••—•••••
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• Ail Ttmes Given Am In
EasterndContral Tomes
8:15/7:15 a.m. KM. WEATHER
83017:30 a m KET IN•
seffeet.-PROGRAMM0441--












730/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW
8:0017:00 KENTUCKY NOW
More and more adults are hav-
ing their teeth straightened
Kentucky Now looks at the








hosts the IrishiAmerican ac-
tress as she presents a one-
woman cabaret show entitled
-Street Songs
10:00/9:00 SNEAK PREVIEWS
10:3019:30 SHOW ON THE
ROAD A teenage son tests
his I nde pendence against his
tether's open display of love"
In this tender story.,
FRIDAY, NOV. 10 
8:1517115 emit'. A.M. WEATHER
8:30/7:30 KET IN-SCHOOL
PROGRAMMING








6:30/5:30 GUTEN TAG IN
DEUTSCHLAND Lesson eight
7:006:00 THE MACNEIL1 .
LEHRER REPORT
. 7:30/6:30 COMMENT ON
KENTUCKY




The. mystery of the Eustace
diamonds is compounded





. SATURDAY, NOV. 11 
10:00/9:00 a.m. CINEMATIC























explains Jean Cocteau s trick
editing and his use 31 special
effects for Beauty and the
Beast
10:3019:30 JANUS FILMS




100i1200 GED 'Science 114
The Atom (R)
1:30/12:30 GED -Literature 1
Prose Style & Tone (R)
2:00/1:00 GUTEN TAG IN
DEUTSCHLAND Lesson Nine
2.301:30 TEACHING LIFE
setekee m vise etemew






TORY GARDEN Jim hosts a
tour of the Long59000
Gardens in Pennsylvania. (R)
4:000:00 JULIA CHILD &
COMPANY "V.I.P. Lunch
Julia prepares a glaMorous
creation Called ChoulibiaC.
and a simple but elegant





6:00115:00 NOVA "The Trial of
Denton Cootey"
7:00/6:00 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC 'Dominic- Dominic




Jackson (D-Wash.) and Birch
Bayh (D.-1nd are guests on
this program about alternate
energy
8:007:00 FIRING LINE
9:0018:00 THE LONG SEARCH
'The Land of the Disappear-
ing Buddha Host Ronald
Eyre travels to Japan' to
observe the varied and
numerous acts.unified by the
underlying principles of Zen
Buddhism.
10:009:00 SCENES FROM A
MARRIAGE ".The Illiterates"
Marianne is finally getting on
her feet. but Johan is losing
his grip with reality When
they meet at his office to sign




SUNDAY, NOV. 12 






























12:30/11:30 BIG BLUE MAR-
BLE Interesting places in the
world visited today include a











4:3013:30 SHOW ON THE
fil0A-0
5:00/4:00 THE LONG SEARCH
--The Land at the Disappear
ing Buddha
6:0015:00 CROCKETT'S VIC-
TORY GARDEN Jim demon-
strates how to dig and stort
bulbs- and tubers for next
season's enjoyment
6:30/5:30- ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC -Dominic- Lucy
escapes from Wardle, but
Nick is held prisoner.




-The Fight for Food Part 1.
This program examines world
hunger and the various
organizations and plans that
are trying to combat it
9:00/8:00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE -The Duchess of
Duke Street- The hotel is in
trouble, but Louisa refuses to
ask old friends for help_ She
resolves to cook for anyone
who can pay the price.
10:00/9:00 SOUNDSTAGE
-Pablo Cruise-
MONDAY, NOV. 13 
6:15/7:15 a.m. A.M. WEATHER
8:30/7:30 KET IN•SCHOOL
PROGRAMMING
3:30/2:30 OVER EASY Guest.








630/5:30 - CINEMATIC EYE
Discussion of the film "Beau-
ty arid the Beast (R)
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL/
LEHRER REPORT
7:306:30 THE DICK- CAVETT
SHOW
8:00/7:00 GLOBAL PAPERS
'The Fight for Food- Part 2.
The United States food policy
and its effect on toe rest of
the world is studied
9:00/8:00 VISIONS ''Blabcout"
Set in the blackouts of 1965
and 1973- in New York, this
drama portrays a young girl's










rather s predeliction lor

















7:00/6:0 THE MAC Ell./
LEHRER REPORT
773W6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
BS:IV:IOW/7:00 MASTERPIECE





Satyalit Ray's 1973 -1-11411-
focuses on a remote Bengali
village and its inhabitants in-
1942 The villagers do not
comprehend the notion of
war. but with rationing. and
famine, a drastic change in
their lives is wrought. /Two
hours)
WEDNESDAY,  NOV. 15





















This analysis focuses on the
outcome 01 key issues in the
November elections.
9:00/8:00- GREAT PERFOR-
MANCES -A Month in the
Country" Sir Fraderick
Ashton's ballet is broadcast
from London's Covent
Garden - and features Lynne
Seymour and Anthony
Dlo wnell
:30 RACE WAR IN
RHODES/A Carl Rowan gives
an infoornative report on the
long and bloody struggle for




I THINK 'THEY'D .
_TREAT YOUR LECTLJRE
MORE SERIOUSLY IF
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Puzzle.
_
1 Bitter vetch 8 College de-
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IN CONCERT SUNDAY — Truth, a touring musk company 01 16 members, will appear m concert at the first Bap-
tist Church, Murray, on Sunday, Nov. 12, at 8:30 p.m. The later hour is scheduled so area church members may at-
tend after their evening services. This group of talented musicians from 11 states gives a year or more to this
evangelistic ministry, and Truth is now in its eighth tour which will encompass rvery corner of North America. The
group in the past seven years has traveled more than three-quarter million miles playing to more than seven
million people in 3,000 COnCertS, has. recorded 1"; top selling albums, been on coast-to-coast syndicated televisioit
programs in the United States, appeared -with the Billy Graham Evangelistic team, and appeared in many other con-




An evening course in
machine shorthand will be
offered at Murray State
'University for the first time
and during the 1979 spring
semester.
The course, listed as BOA-
131 and which will be offered
from 6 to 9 p.m. on Tuesdays,
beginning January 16, will be
taught by Mrs. Frieda _Cox, a
secretary in the office of
Calloway Commonwealth
Attorney Ron Christopher.
She has- more than 15 years'
experience in legal and court
reporting.
Participants may register
for the class during the ad-
vance registration period,
Nov. 6 through Nov. 21, bet-
ween the Hours of 9 a.m. and
3:30 p.m. on weekdays, or at
the first meeting of the class.
Tuition for undergraduate is
$20 per semester hour for
instate students and $52 per
semester hour for out-of-state
students. The class carries
three semester hours of un-
dergraduate credit.
According to Dr. Jules
Harcourt, chairman of the
Department of Business
Education and Administrative
Management, the course is an
introductory one and has been
designed to provide coverage
of the principles of touch,
shorthand theory, elementary
speed building and beginning
transcription. It also is open to
-students - without - nreviotts
touch shorthand instruction,
and who know how to type.
Students, he said, must
provide their own machines,
adding that an Illinois
manufacturer will make them
available on a rental basis for
a fee of 'approximately $20 for
the duration of the course. Or,
iltise student so desires, he
emphasized, the machines
maybe purchased.
ACEI Conference Set At IVISU
"Children's Literature in
the Classroom" will be the
topic of the state Association
for Childhood Education
International ( ACEI ) con-
ference scheduled at Murray
State University Friday
evening and Saturday mor-
ning, Nov. 10-11.
Srssions during the meeting
will include a presentation by
students following the dinner
in Winslow Cafeteria on
Friday evening and two
workshops by Murray State
faculty on Saturday morning
in the Special Education
Building.
Students in a chlldren's
literature course at Murray
State will present the Friday
program entitled "Creative
Ways to Present Books to
Children." Teacher-made
materials designed for use in
the classroom will also be
auctioned on Friday evening.
Workshops Saturday
morning include: "How To
Make a Children's Book" by
Dr. Janice Hooks, associate
professor of instruction and
learning, from 9:30 to 10:45
'Keep Busy' To
Live A Century
PARIS, Ky. (AP) — Want to
live for 100 years? Consider
the advice of Charles A. Ack-
_Ilan, who has, and "just keep
busy." The retired LouisvWe
and Nashville Railroad
worker says "it's as simple as
that:"
Ackman celebrated his
100th birthday last Tuesday
and counts greeting cards
from President Carter and
Gov. -Julian Carroll among
those from some 70 well
- -
Though his hearing is failing
and cataractshas taken its toll
on his eyesight, the Pendleton
County native says he's
"feeling just fine."
'crossitiord Fcyzzler -
'a.m.; and "Cardboard Car-
pentry" by Dr. Ralph
Hausman, associate professor
of special education, from 11
a.m. to 12:15 p.m.
A business meeting will
follow the 12:30 p.m. luncheon
at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Registration for the con-
ference is $3 for students and
$5 for non-members, plus $5'
for the Friday dinner and $2.95
for the Saturday luncheon.
Additional information may
be obtained by calling Dr,




MARY K COSMETIC Sale.
Open house, pre Christmas
sale. 10 to 25 percent -off.
Saturday Nov. H. 10-4
refreshments served,
Maplewood Estates, one mile

















45 Turk 56 Mao's name
47 Roam 57 Cheer
49 Deep sleep .59 Guido s high
52 Fondles note
54 Sheet of 60 Lair
glass &3 Note of






























give one third of
the crop. Call 436-




GOD LOVES AND WANTS to







WHAT WE do best is care
Neeettine, 753-6933.
3. CARD OF THANKS
WE WOULD LIKE to take
this opportunity to let
everyone know how much we
appreciated the love and
concern shown to us in the
recent accident and death of
our-- husband and father,
Billie Bazzell....Sr-
it Is comforting to kriow at a
time like this that we have so
many friends and neighbors
who-are willing to help in any
way they can.
I would like to especially
thank the following people





 , Cortr,T , John 
Tucker, Junior Compton,
Gerald Stone, Mark Cun-
ningham, Kenneth Carson,
Gary Morgan, R. B. Morgan,
Charles Smith, Eugene
Manning, Ronnie Green,
Elvin Crouse, Boyd Nor
sworthy, Keith Norsworthy,
Jimmy Anderson, Charles
Tucker, David Beane, Loyd




Beane, Melvin Young and'
Danny Cunningham.
I would also like to thank
Allen Morris, Dennis Green,
Roger Green, Larry Green,
J. L. Green and Ronnie
Green for corning last
Saturday and cutting -wood
for us for the coming winter
months.
A special thanks .145_411 a _41 • _
these and everyone else who
helped us in our time of
sorrow.
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OPEN MOP MINE C
S. LOST & FOUND
:)UNCI VALUABLE fool
..ised in construction, on 12th
ar Chestnut. Owner can
Litl 753-7869 and identify.
ST: MAN'S BROWN
-11144.1444-0-
iversity branch Bank of
'urray, Captian D's or




months old, wearing brown
collar. Reward. 759-1716.
6. HELP WANtED 
DEPENDABLE LADY to
-tire in- and tare- 11)?-111d9
inNalid. Time .off, salary,
room and board. 759.1661. 
KILL FLOOR MAN Must
have some experience. Apply
person, Paris Meat
Processing, Old Murray Rd.,
Paris, Tenn. 38242. 
NEED RESPONSIBLE
person to sit in my home 4
nours daily. Call 7,53,6157. 
STUFFERS & MAILERS








salary, benefits, must meet
the public well. Send com
plete resume, address and
Phone number to P.O. Box
596, Murray, Ky.42071,





washing macine Call 753-
5618. 
-TWO- :U-&E-G-CA-644-roataisiertt.
$25 each or best offer. 20 used
truck tires, 825 and 900, $10
each. Murray Ford Tractor,
759-4895. 
USED BOYS clothing, sizes
12 and 14. Ca11492-8586. 
VIOLETS AND A few plants.
From 6.50 to $3. Ce44_44-4497. 
16 HOME FURNISHINGS 
FOR SALE_AATIQUE round
oak table; partially str1ppectr
Full time and part
time, day and night,
male and female.
Must be 18 years old.
Apply in person only.
No phone calls
WANTED FIELD MAN for
Cabinet Shop. Apply 1203
Story Ave. 
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY 
TEXAS•REFINERY CROP.
offers plenty of money plus
cash bonuses, fringe benefits
to mature individual in
Murray area. Regardless of
experience, write C. J. Pate,
Pres., Texas Refinery Corp.,




Ws era new gratin insisreece
on mobile hones, with 3 dit-
ftront compassies. for best
rates contract Moon In.
sweats and Noel Estee, 302
N. 1201 • 753-3263.
14. WANT TO BUY 
MOTOR FOR 1967 Chevrolet
pickup. Must be in good
condition. Call 436-2102. 
OLD EMBOSSED greeting
cards. Dated before-9925.1
Call 753-0427 after 5:30 pm. 
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
2 ATLAS MUD & SNOW
tires. G 78-14. Used for 500
miles, like new 753-4720 after
5 pm.
TWO PIECE Living room
suite, gold, couch needs
t:pricastering, makes bed.
Chair good condition, $35. 4
mag wheels and tires, 2-60's
and 2-70's, $125. Call 489.2162
after 5 pm
I We Buy, Sell Or Trade
Used Furniture or Ap-
pliosas _




Service in Paducah call 1-
.143-6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760. 
19. FARM EQUIP. 
1974 MODEL FERGUSON
tractor, 150, 400 hours. Also a
John Deere front end loader,
5' buslahog. Call 753-5618. 
1972 NEW HOLLAND 975
combine. 4 row bean and
corm header. Call 901-782-
3442. John Weiher Jr., Rt. 1,
Cottage Grove; Tenn. 38224. 
PLOW & DISC to fit 8, 10 or 12
hp garden tractor. Murray
Ford Tractor, 759-4895. 
20. SPQRTS EQUIP. 
BAKER TREE STAND. Like
new, $24. Call 753.0271 after 5
pm.
FOR SALE: Marlin 3" 12
gauge pump. 2 barrels-both
With ribs, $185. Also reel .to
reel tape recorder and
drressmakers form. 753-1866. 
PRO 45 V.H.F. high low
scanner, Glenfield Martin 22
'caliber rifle. Call 753-0271. 
23. EXTERMINATING 
NOW IS ONE OF THE best
times to spray under and
around your home, bugs,
spiders. all kinds of insects
and pests are looking for a
place to hibernate. under
your home. It's warm, they
are out of the bad weather.
This makes a perfect home
for all kinds of insects. Do not
delay. Call today. Prevention
Is far Cheaper-than repairs.
Kelly's Termite and Pest








and processing. Meat aged to
suit your specifications. Call
901.642-8201. 
TOPPER FOR EL CAMINO.
Fits 1973 through 1977.
Portable gas Bar-B-Q grill.
Phone 753.4520 after 5 pm.
26. "flo,-RADt0 
CB RADIO, Ham equipt-










NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Feta NMI CUTII.S0 Ftla SNAVI $1.25
POO *OSerrat a ROM calif MHO Matti
BAIIKLEILAKE go-
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, s huge utility room, 2 _
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, 'large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner, has other interest. Price
UoJ
Ohio Valley Real Estate




COLOR TV'S! Went a new
25" color tv at a bargain? We
have 3 with damaged
cabinets--works perfect and
fully warranted. Clayton's
(formerly J I. B Music). 753
7575. 
LARGE CUSTOM made
walnut Stereo cabinet with
seperate speaker, T EAC 4000
reel to reel tape recorder,
turn table and amplifier,
many tapes, $550. 753-0476. 
3 PORTABLE COLOR tv's,
$75 each. 10 console, some
are remote control, $125.
Some black and white for $25
JO 'WO. Retrigeraturs $25 112-
$75. Murray Ford Tractor,
759.4895.
SISSON'S ZENITH Now open
Friday nights till 9. Drive
and save at Sisson's Zenith
for the 1978 close out sale. 19
miles west of Murray on hwy
94. Phone 1-382-2174. 
STEREO FOR SALE.
Receiver, turn table and two
speakers. Best offer. Call
753-7228. 
SHORE VOCAL MASTER
PA system. Gibson guitar.
Call after 5 pm, 753-231-7.
27. MOB. HOME SALES 
1972, 2 BR, gas, compietely
furnished, tiervest- gold
appliances, new carpet,
drapes, large bath, un-
derpenning, $4700. Call 753-
4074 or 753-1877.
FOR SALE, 12 X 60 2 BR,
extra nice. Call 489-2774.
FOR SALE BY OWNER: 2
BR, mobile home, located SE
of Murray. Includes 90 X 230
ft. lot, central heat and air,
fireplace, paved driveway, 2
car garage, tool shed, patio
and much more. Must be
seen to be appreciated,
$14,900. Call 753-0716. Shown
by appointment only.
For Sale
12 x 65, 3 bedroom
trailer, bath aril
central heat and air,
approximately 2





Home. All electric, furniture,
underpenning, power pole,
air conditioner, carpeting,
$5000. Call 436-5830. 
12 X 60 MOBILE HOME. 2
bedroom, all electric, new
carpet throughout, washer,
dryer, refrigerator, air
conditioner, $4900. Call 753-
3143. 
TO X 50 CHAMPION mobile
home, excellent condition.
Call 436-2647 after 5 pm.
10 -X- 48 2 BR, $2000 or best
offer. Call 753-2570 after 4
pm.
28. MOB. HOME RENTS 
MOBILE. HOMES and
mobile home spaces for rent
at R iveria Courts. Call 753-
3280. 
TWO BEDROOM Expand°
mobile home for rent or sale.
can be rented with option to
phase. Central heat and
Air, unfurnished. DONALD
R TUCKER REALTOR, 753-
4342. 
TRAILER FOR' RENT.
Mobile Home Village. Call or
see Larry Cunningham, 753
4521. 
12 X 602 BR, central heat and
pjr , new carpet and fur-
Can be seen between 8
a rri- aq,d-r-am, Shady Zan
MobileIaome Ct. No phone
calls please.
29. HEATING & LING 
WARM MORNING oal or
wood stove. Call 753-
32. APTS. FOR RENT 
APARTMENT FOR Sub
rent. Totally furnished, in-
cluding all appliances, dishes
and linens, one bedroom.
-Celt-foiexine at 762.20'Sonly
between 4 and 5.30 today. 
APARTMENT FOR RENT.
Close to MSU, no pets,
deposit required, $55 per
month. Call 753-6564. 
FURNISHED APARTMENT
FOR Rent. Large- kitchen,
living room, bedroom
combination, $100 plus




River Lake $60 .per month.
Call 4362427. 
FOR RENT: 3 room apar-
tment, furnished. No pets or
Children. Available now. Call
43744.62. ve 
TWO BR FURNISHED
apartment for couple. Smell
efficiency apartment for girl.
Call 753-3106.
33. ROOMS FOR RENT 
ROOM FOR RENT. 2 blocks
from university, $60. plus
utilities. Call 436-2411.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT 
FOR. SALE OR RENT with
option to buy. 3 bedroom
frame country home with
bath, partly furnished, deep
well with electric pump. .2
acres level rich land, fenced.
Good rich garden, pony barn,
utility house, 21/2 miles off 79
hwy, west of Dover, Land
Between the Lakes. Price
$17,500 with I,, down or less.
J. H Austin, Southland Real
Estate. 
FOR RENT: 3 BR house in
Hardin, stove hirnished. No
Pets, available now. Call 437.
4462.
36. RENT OR LEASE. '
GET SETTLED 1N-before
winter hits with this nice lot
for trailer near -White
.Carnoor Salett_qn
miles from Murray, a
hookups, many trailers near









• DRIVE BY and see this new
lake front home on
Lakeshore Drive in keniana
subdivision. 2000 sq ft of
living area, brick, central




"WHAT/9 THI9 RUMOR YOU 6 SPRE
ING AROUND THE PLANT THAT THE
CONSUMER 19 ALWAYS R1GHT.11
36. RENT OR LEASE 
OFFICE SPACE for rent, 505
-Main-ST- Call 759-1421 
STORAGE-Bicycle, mowers,
tillers, mopeds, small .
motorcycle, $3.00 month.
Large mowers, motorcycles,
$5.00 month. Boats, campers,
520. up. 10 X 22 Sheds, 10
cents sq. ft.-up. 753-7400. 
38. PETS-SUPPLIES. 
A K C REGISTERED
Doberman pups. Champion
blood line, $100. Call 753-1380
after 4:30.
ADORABLE REGISTERED
St. Bernard puppies. Only 4
left, $50 each. Need to sell
this week. 753-5696. 
BI RD•DOG, FOR SALE. Well
broke, six years old, male,
Pointer. Call 753-0477 after 6
Pm.
MALE AFGHAN HOUND.
$175. Call 753-0271 after 5 pm. 
POINTER PUPPIES, 335.
each. Call 498.8234 or 498.
8273. 
PURE BRED GERMAN  
Shepherd puppies, $30 each.
94 east turn by Carl Lee
Grocery onto Irvin Cobb Rd.,
first white house on left.
Come after 4 pm. 
SUDSBURY PARK. . We
groom all breeds of small
and medium dogs. Locatedin
town for your convenience.
By appointment only. Call
759-4140, 9-5, Monday-Friday.
Now scheduling for holiday
grooming. 
TWO BEAGLE. HOUNDS.
2, 2 years old. Call 753.5618.
40. PRODUCE 
TURNIPS FOR SALE. Pete
Valentine. Call 901-642-4439. 
41. PUBLIC SALES 
INSIDE-YARD SALE.
Antiques, dishes, Thur.-Fri.
Sat. Penny, 5 miles, N. Betty
Palmer's. 
MOVING SALE: Items of all
kinds. • Antique pedestal
table, hall vases. 216
Woodlawn, Wed. and Thur. 7
401 dark.
43. REAL ESTATE 
ANXIOUS OWNER.-IM-
MEDIATE POSSESSION
OPPORTUNITY! Here's a 5
bedroom brick on dutettree
lined street. Separate living
space for parents, in-laws or
guests...add' 'fireplace,
basement, wooded lot and
convenience to university
and shopping. Priced just
reauced...This home





It frame Maas with S
acres heated on fortes AUL
Crossland N. Approx-. 2 mdirs
from Crossland. tndaded is o
good 36130 barn 'Cep be
bought with additional 65
acres. Good Location,
bessistitut wooded lot. Priced




Akaa *lap/ 7134571 
753-3263 TM %Mitt
3 BEDROOM, 1/2 BATH,
near town. Nice deep lot in
area of nice homes but zoned
13-3 for the future. Ideal for









CRAZY CLYDE Plunks out
more money each month on
rent than his total monthly
payment would be if he
bought this 3 bedroom mobile
home... New car
pet.. underpinned and best of
-all...on private lot in town
near shopping centers and
schools. Call today and let us
tell you -more. L(7RETTE
JOBS REALTOR,S at 753 1492







17 acres of beautifully
ooded land near Ken-
tucky Lake. Less than
$900 per acre.
Weekends I Evenings Coll
Jon II enroll 436 5676
Bud Noll 753-441641





Located on South 12th Street.
Ideal location for restaurant,
or any retail business. This is
a 137' X 183' lot, prime
business location. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753-









AIN'T - But it is a
heckava good buy! 4
room frame with 2
bedrms. and l'42 bath.
Extra wide 1.6 acre lot
on-Hwy. 94 E. near
Brown's Grocery.













are a lot of people who say
they would like to have an
attractiv,e three bedroom two
bath home. They would
especially like to have one
with a large living room -
dining room combination,
large eat in kitchen with a lot
of cabinets, a nice den with
fireRlace and a wooden deck.
It wobld even be nice to have
central gas heal and air, but
a house with all of these'
features would be tot) ex-
pennsive. Right' Wrong! See
thit sun* laring tot ta-v:Priced








With Thc II% Touch"
BEEN WAITING FOR
A BARGAIN? B.V. 3,




heat- and air, 2 car
garage. Wooded lot in
Panorama Shores




- 24 MILE. _
DELIVERY
1534984
flowed and ready-. Op to 12 s ?IP Also born style, dikes, cottages,
mobile home 041•001, and potion, or U-SURD, pre rpt rrinpHitiely reedf
o assemble ea 70 24 • 60. Buy the best for less.
..ZU OM-BUILT PORIABLL
ProteNsiorto I Secs ices
With The Friend') Touch"
BRAND NEW. . . 3
bedroom ranch with
living room, family
tin., 2 bath By., with
double garage.
Located in lovely
Bagwell Sub. near Bel-
Aire Shopping. To see





GET RICH FROM IN-
FLATION. Once in a lifetime
investment opportunity
where inflation is your friend
not your foe. Shopping center
for sale with owner financing
available and excellent tax
shelter. For details call or
contact Nelson Shroat co
THE NELSON SHROAT CO.
Uncle Jeff's Shopping
Center. 759-1707. 
HOMES ARE LIKE SHOES!
Better if they fit! See if this
home doesn't fit your needs!
'3 bedroom, 2 bath
brick...ample sized rooms,
tented in back yard, ap-
pliances including washer,
dryer and freezer Be fair to
yourself, see this home
before someone else buys it.
LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS, 753-)492. 
PEA LTO FT S
14a. "a.. r It/
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7531E51
A business for the
whole family. to
become involved in is
the Murray Motel on











professionals to assist you in
Real Estate matters. If you
have a question regarding
any phase of real estate
activity, give us a call at 753-
1222, or stop by our con•
-Leersiently. Iota tad office at .711
Main. We at KOPPERUD
REALTY want to be YOUR
Real Estate People.
Purdom II Thurman






describes this new 3
bedroOrn, 2 bath home
located in Hazel. Fireplace
with heatalator, built-in
appliances, custom built
cabinets, heat pump, ther,
mopane windows are a
few of the quality fea eS'Of
u: 










toes by the fireplace in
this 2 BR, 2 bath
mobile lleflie-wit.b•i24'
by 24' built -on den.
Ideal location in quie
seelinied subdivision
(lose to lake.
Weekends I lnes,nq, Call.
foe Kennon 436 ;6/6
Bud Nell 753 48611
94070 Seth Smith 753 3313







WHY PAY RENT? When you
can own this 3 bedroom brick
home at an affordable price.
Good home in quiet neigh-
borhood with lovely land-
scaped yard. Backyard is
lehoted-and--hocria-46-neat
pin throughout. All the work
is already done for you, so
don't let this opportunity
pass. Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222.
44. LOTS FOR SALE 
LETS GET to the point! That
is this excellent lake front lot
located on a point in Croppie
Hollow. Yours for only
S10,600 DONALD R TUCKER
REALTOR 753-4342. 
WOODED 1/2 ACRES, has
well, septic tank trailer pole
and white rock drive. First
$3000 takes it Call 759.4088.
45. FARMS FOR SALE 
EXCELLENT ROW CROP
FARM. 139 acres, $900 per
acre. ICITIn crop. Located on
west side of Calloway.
Address inquire to P.O. Box
54, Farmington, Ky. 42040. 
16. HOMES FOR SALE 
2 BEDROOM, carpeted 1/2
acres at Atm Heights, under
$25,000. Call 753-7458. 
COMPLETELY
REMODELED; 2 bedroom
home, now being offered for
sale for less than $20,000. 6
miles north on hwy 641. Call
474 2337 or 474-2323. 
FOR SALE: 2 story clap-
board house, 3 BR. UP-follY
carpeted with extra large
bath plus sitting area. Solid
oak staircase and Moors
down. Format dining, break.
fast room, kitchen with
extras, guest bedroom, full
bath, utility room and large
family room with wood.
burning fireplace. Wall
paper through out. 2 car
garage and wood shed.
-Situated on 155' X 250' lot,
appointment only. Owner
leaving town. 1504 Her
mitage Pl. 753-0110. 
HOUSE AND 20 acres, 3 or 4
bedroom, 2 bath, in Marshal
County. Call 345.8604. 
REDUCED ANOTHER'
$1000. 2 bedroom, white
frame house in good location.
All appliances and drapries
after
ow 3it711.30 house. Call 753-9924
47.MOTORCYCLES 
1973 'HONDA, automatic,
$1200 or best offer. Call 753-
6531 or 759-1155. 
5.975 250 HONDA and helmet,
-8595, tow mates. Cab 759-4895,
Murray Ford Tractor, open
.1018 pm. 
1972 SL-350 HONDA. Has new
tires and battery, good
4mech1wanical condition. Call928
YI 175 YAMAHA, 1977 model
with trailer, tie downs and
helmet. Call 753-6668.
49. USED CARS 
1973 AUDIE 100 GL.
Excellent condition. Low
mileage, call Mayfield 247-
6493 after 5 pm weekdays. 
1976 BUICK LaSabre. Take




radial tires, a real good car,
Calt1-434-621.2___ 
•
49. USED CARS  53.SERVICESOFFERED 
1972 RILEY NOVA. Very
sharp, automatic, air, power
steering. Can be seen at
Coins AMC or phone 436 2524
or 436-5496 '
1973 JOYATO, $595. GMC
rint, full powec and air,
make offer. Murray Ford
Tractor, 759-4895,, 
1977 TRANS AM. Double
power and air. AM FM tape,
25,000 miles, .A-speed tran
smission, $seoo. Call 753-8730
or 753 6965 after 5 pm. 
1978 THUNDERBIRD, 9,000
miles, $6250. Call 489-2242 or
49-2233 after 5 pm. 
E F.-7CM Al2 1054 Ctienrcilit




V-8, short bed. Call 753.4358. 
1974 CHEVROLET, 2-wheel
drive and a 1975 Chevrolet 4-
wheel drive. Can be seen at
806 Coldwater Rd. 
1952 CHEVY 1! 2 ton flat bed
truck, $290 or will trade for
two wheel trailer, wagon,
chain-saw, etc... Call _436-
5536. 
1955 FORD 3/4 TON pickup,
$100. 1973 International
pickup, 1/2 ton, V-8,
automatic, $1295. Murray
Ford Tractor--,469-41114,- 
1975 k)RD EConoline truck.
Parcel delivery. Assume
payments. Call 753.5944 
1969 GMC AIR, automatic, 1/2
ton. Call 753-4160: 
1974 MODEL TANDEN
dump truck. Call 753.5618.
Si. CAMPERS 
1979 MODELS ARRIVING,
come out and take a look.
White's Camper Sales, your
local Starcraft dealer.
Complete line of parts and
accessories. Non-toxic an-
tifreeze $3.99 per gal.Located
4 miles from Murray on 94
East. Call 753.0605.
52. BOATS &MOTORS 
12' ALUMINUM BOAT-. 7 hp
Mercury motor. Call 753-
5618. 
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
APPLIANCE REPAIR and
refrigeration work. Also
small electrical jobs. Call
753:0762 after 5 pm. 
BYARS BROTHERS & Son. 
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395.4967 or 1-362.4895. 
B & J HYDRAULICS. Ser-
vice calls Or 'in-shop repairs
of hydraulic parts, jack
rebuilding, prices starting at




and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2714. 
CHIMNEY LEANING, rain
caps installed, minor repair.
References furnished. Call
the Chimney experts. Magic
Hat Chimney Sweeps. 759-
4878.
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete Os, cal! 436-
2562 after 5 prn.
--111,17490- or-Sob-Itemp;- -
only sawdust and chips. Cat;
for free estimate, Steve Sha
4343. 
x
land cleared of stumps? W
can remove stumps up to 24




DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
DRIVEWAYS & PARKING
areas white rocked and
graded.
f Garrison, arr -3 54
estimates, 
7 C.2 
after 4 pm. 
FENCE SALES at sear)
now. Call Sears 753 2310 for
free estimates for your
needs. 




753.2310 for free estimates. 
INSULATION! BLOWN 1P(
fiberglass. Call 759-1820 after
5 pm. Call 1-247-8986 collect.. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will ato
plumbing, heating and sewet
cleaning. Call 753,7203. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAM,
prompt, efficient service,





rates, free estimates. Cala
LOCAL HAULING an
moving. Most anything. Cal
Ed, 436 2658. •
NEED FIRE WOOD? Ca;
George Landolt at 753.8170*
John Boyer at 753-8536. 
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service. Call George
Landolt, 753-8170. 
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753-3682 or 75-
7149 after 6 pm. 
ROOFING, excellen../
references. Call 753-1484
between 7 am and 3:30 Pri,
ask for Shelley. 
SAVE ENERGY. Blown-te
or bats insulation. TV*
material approved. Free
estimates, Cadiz Dry Wall
Contractors Inc., Cadiz, K.
Call (502)-924-5541. 
SMALL DOZER-Spreadinit
71e5v3e713ing, back filling. Call
SINGLE AXLE DUMP
truck, will haul sand, coati
rock,r,mk jet:...Call 1-365-6116m.f at
WET BASEMENT? We
r_grnpletely guara
make wet basements Or
work 
4
teed. Call or write Morga)
Consruction Co., Route Z
Box 409 A, Paducah, K
442002.710.267one day or night g
WILL BABYSIT DURIN
.cthau e 7day. 1F5or few chillirert
WILL BABYSIT A CHILD;
myhome,week days. Age 24




Sigma Chi A.O. pledge clasp.
7531395,753-4717 or 767-2341- .
56. FREE COLUMN 
FREE KITTENS 1/2
Siamese. Call 759-1718. 
FREE PUPPIES, 907 Olive
Street. Call 753-3497.
1973 CHEVELLE S.S., swivel
bucket seats, AM-FM, 8
track, wheels, new tires,
excellent condition. 1973





air, recently overhauled. 759.
4878 anytime. 
1971 DATSUN pickup, $895
1973 GMC Super custom
pickup, air and power, $2195.
Call 489-2595.
1972 EL DORADO Cadallic,
perfect in every way. Show
room condition with 65,000
miles, $2000. call 336-5600. 
1969 FORD- 'FAIRLANE-500,
4 door, sedan, good condition.
Calt753-3454. 
1974 MUSTANG II AAACH.1-,
one owner, excettent- COM--
diton_Call Jan before 8 am or
after 5 Pm. 753,3069. 
1968 MUSTANG, 6 cylinder,
good condition, 8 track tape,




1977 OLDS 98 Regency, 31,000
miles, loaded with extras.
Phone after 530 pm. 759
4783. 
1972 OLDS, Toronado, 62,000
miles, AM-FM, tape, new
tires, good condition, best
reasonable offer. Call 492
8322. 
1971 PCNTO AS IS, for $100.
Can be seen at 94 east, turn
on Irvin Cobb Rd., first white
house on left. 
1970 'PONTIAC GRAND
PRIX, good condition, white
with black vinyl roof. Black
interior, needs motor and
some body work Power an
air, sill for best offer. Call
753-3855. 
P-CTNTIAC GTO 944, white
with black interior, good
Conditon, o owner, $1200.
Call 1 247 99. 
1974 EGENCY 9$. 60,000
es, runs. and drives









*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRAND OF COSMETICS
  -41HOWSTER Off-OkTY-PRODUCTS
Going Out "
Of Business
-LE • ••• •• •• •
• 0 TO ••• •
• 5









7 bedroom neat as is pin. Nice
lot with fruit trees, gropes,
strawberries can be harpist
with or without 7 nice rental
trailers
Gay Spann 733-2387.
T.C. Cottle 753-3122 •
Cedorliwg Hills
Two story home of Western
Ceder and natio for year armed
living hes cathedral cella, ho
'hying room end bakorty skive.
Nos large deck, kitchen with
built ins 7 bents, carpet. lona
pump, benstifol brick fireplace
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Dr. Hood Appointed To Position
At Auburn; Here Since 1973
Dr. 4udith Hood, director of
Student Health at Murray
State University since 1973,
has been appointed to the
position of Director of Student
Health Service at Auburn
University, Auburn, Ala.
The Murray doctor came to
Murray State in 1973 as
student physician. A graduate
of the UniversitY of Louisville
School of Medicine and the
University,of North Carolina
Public Health School, she has
had previous administrative
and clinical experiences in ,
vanous local health desitrt-
ments including McCracken
and Ballard Counties, and ten
years with the .1(entuciw
Department of Health. She
also served for two years with
the South Carolina Health
Department.
During her stay in Murray









This is the first meeting of
the Four Rivers Council
Chapter of the National Eagle
Scout Association. Present
plans are to meet twice a year:
The purpose of NESA will be
for Eagle Scouts to meet other
Eagle Scouts and keep in
touch with Scouting no matter
what their present age or
occupation.
All Eagle Scouts are invited
to attend this meeting and
learn about local Scouting
activities in the 10-county area






under the direction of Paul W.
Shahan will appear in concert
on the campus • Tuesday
evening, Nov. 14. - -
Scheduled to begin at II:15
p.m. in Recital Hall A of the'
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
the program sponsored by the
Department of Music in the
College of Creative
Expression is open to the
public at no admission charge.
Shahan, professor of music
and director of bands, said the
42-member sinfonietta will
perform the following works:
— -Symphony No. 2 for
Winds and Percussion"
(Three MOVeMeDt9/ by John
Barnes.
Jawhit-
prayer for the dead, by W.
Francis McBeth.
— "Studies in Motion"





(Air and Variations)" by
Arthur Pryor, featuring
Marta Jean Hofacre, a
member of the music faculty,
as trombone soloist.
— "Preludio E. Danza" by
Robert Panerio. '
Instruments used by







upgraded and is now housed in
new facilities in the Wells Hall
building, The center provides
primary medical care to the




medication for moat acute
illnesses.
The staff at the Health
Dr. Judith Heed
Center also includes four
fulltirne and three parttime
nurses,- half-time laboratory. .
supervisor, and three part-
time student technicians.
"The services offered at
Murray State can compare
with most large university
campuses," said Dr. Hood.
The doctor said that Auburn
University is a larger school
which she feels will offer her
more opportunities of service
as it provides a larger health
center staff. Dr. Hood is
married to Hugh L Hood,
auditor for the state, and they
have one daughter, Harriet E.






Jamestown N.Y., a music
education major at Murray
State University, will present
his senior trumpet recital on
the campus Thursday, Nov. 9.
Scheduled at 8 : 15 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of  the
Price Doyle Fine Arta Cent,
the program stiii liclu&-
aidections for the trumpet br
Bow, Diemente, Artsnh, and
Be.
Golando, the son of Mrs.
Joseph M. Golando of
Jamestown, is a member of







State's jazz band, brass choir,
sinfonietta and .jazz combo.
 ,
has been a noted center of





Dr LOwISHICIII.E. tomb medical columnist for this
newspaper, is read by millions of people each week
including quite o few fellow physicians One 'doctor
wrote We (physicians) read Dr Lamb so well know
what our patients are going fob* faking glsout.- _





PORTRAIT UNVEILED — A portrait of Dr. Stella Edwards, head of the Bureau for
Education of Exceptional Children from 1976 until her death in January, was unveiled at
the Conference on Programs for Exceptional Children in Louisville recently. A native
and resident of Versailles. Edwards had served in a professional capacity with the Ken-
tucky Department of Education's program for exceptional children since 1951 The
portrait, painted by Sam Jurige and donated by the bureau staff, will hang in the bureau
office in Frankton. At the ceremony are (from left to right) Dr. James B. Graham,
superintendent of public instruction; Bill R. Downing, head of the Bureau for Education
of Exceptional Children; Ray Barber, deputy superintendent of public instruction and




Dr. Brinda Smith, an
associate professor in the
Depertniset el Beauties and
Ptiyallomindsodiaa at array
-State Urdvaraity, has been
named to (hrs. Jiklialit M.
Cairroll's Coined on Physical
Fitness and Sports.
A member of the Murray
-faculty since an, Dr.. Smith
currently is on medical leave
and is in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
She alse is the current




The daughter of Mr. and
Mn: Denny P. Smith, 10I6
Sharpe, Murray, she received
her undergraduate degree at
Murray State in 1954, a
master's in 19541 from
bautsiana State and in 1972
was awarded a doctorate at
the University of Southern
In 1935, the League of
Nations decided to apply











CUSTOM ELECTRIC TRAIN SET
• Lighted F-9 Diesel • Hopper car
• Refrigerator car • Caboose • SS-
piece scenic village • 12 secbons of
track, including curved terminal re--
railer for 34' Circle
• power pack,
U.L. listed.




















▪ Stotts hamburgers in I to 3 minutes
• Tomits mutrins. Nuts sandwithes
• Cover ;tacks tot no-Wailer cooking
• immersible cooking tray and di,
pan—covet wipes clean
• Hard surface tor easy cleaning
a leiea) to. strogi•S, COMO**. students








































t00% PURE PAIN RELIEVER
ST.JOSEPH ADULT 5 gr
ASPIRIN PACKAGE OF 100
100% PURE PAIN
720 RELIEVER
TROPHY CASE KAQUE — Llnyd Hasty, center, the 1977
senior ciass sponsor, and Lisa Smith Wilson, president of
,hat class, present a plaque to John Hina, assistant prin-
cipal at Murray High School. The plaque has information
indicating the new trophy case in the high school com-
mons Mta_svg byilt from funds donated by the cass of
1977 and the Murray High -Parent-feacKerOigariiiáfiön -
The trophy case was constructed last summer.
Photo by Kaye Peebles
 •
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
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